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Abstract

Knowledge of the 3D structure of vegetation is of crucial importance to

a number of applications. Terrestrial LiDAR systems allow this through the

creation of point clouds, a practice which has come to prominence in recent

years. Numerous demonstrations exist highlighting their ability to retrieve

structural and biophysical metrics from individual trees and forest canopies.

Similarly, reconstruction of ‘virtual trees’ has received considerable attention,

with some successful approaches obtaining accurate structural results. With

regards to biophysical parameters, LAI is one of the most important, yet there

is still an over-reliance on indirect estimates which have several known flaws.

The outcome of creating an explicit model would thus be the measurement

of LAI in a similar manner to destructive sampling. Of the reconstruction

techniques that exist, very few test their outputs against destructively sampled

data, while of those considering foliage, there are no known studies that do

this. This thesis aims to address this by investigating the applicability of

a reconstruction approach, originally designed for radiative consistency, to

retrieve explicit LAI measurements, tree height and vertical profiles of branch

number. This was considered under differing scanner resolutions, alternative

lighting conditions (latter for the light transmission model) and differing leaf

models.

The results show good agreement for tree heights with an RMSE of 0.085

metres, while LAI was dramatically underestimated under all lighting environ-

ments and leaf models. This is attributed to the assumption that leaves occur

at branch tips, while photographs show that this does not hold in the case of

a juvenile E. nitens tree. In contrast, vertical profiles of branch generation

show overestimation of branching structure, of which over-sampling of leaves

is cited as a primary cause.

The main conclusions drawn state that this method is not reliable for ob-

taining explicit measurements of LAI in its current guise, since it is over-reliant

on a priori information. Equally, applying this method to non-coniferous

species would require modifications, of which some suggestions are provided.

Suitable parameterisation was difficult (in some cases impossible) to obtain

based on visual determination and is therefore considered unsuitable, despite
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positive results in the original study.
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1 Introduction

The modelling of trees and their impact on the environment is essential since they

cover approximately 4 billion hectares globally (FAO, 2012). Likewise, the manage-

ment of forest resources is paramount when considering the contrasting benefits of

standing stock for carbon sequestration - accounting for more than any other terres-

trial biome (Gibbs et al., 2007), and wood harvesting for commercial applications.

Therefore, the ability to quantify forest stocks at the national and global level is

required to ensure efficient management (Garcia-Gonzalo et al., 2007). In order to

aid this, the understanding of tree growth over time (Hall & Bailey, 2001), natural

disturbances (e.g. fire, wind, etc - Schumacher & Bugmann, 2006) and other factors

must also be considered.

Remote sensing technologies produce a plethora of information types and resolutions

that may be utilised for this purpose. Such examples include the retrieval of biophys-

ical and structural parameters from satellite optical and microwave data (e.g. Fang

et al., 2003; Wang & Qi, 2008; Schlerf & Atzberger, 2012), airborne (e.g. Popescu

et al., 2011) and terrestrial LiDAR (e.g. Moorthy et al., 2007, Zhao et al., 2011),

and hemispherical photography (e.g. van Gardingen et al., 1999). These approaches

invariably come with specific advantages which see them applied to particular cases.

However, in macro scale applications especially, some level of integration is required

(Corona, 2010).

The present study focuses on the application of TLiDAR to the retrieval of bio-

physical and structural parameters. Several studies have previously demonstrated

the extraction of information such as LAI (Lovell et al., 2003; Moorthy et al., 2007;

Strahler et al., 2008) and PAI (Henning & Radke, 2006) from TLiDAR point clouds.

However, the focus of this research is to assess the possibility of extracting LAI,

tree height and branch numbers (and location of) directly from a virtual tree recon-

structed from the point cloud. This approach enables the measurement of individual

leaves to determine LAI as opposed to that in the above mentioned studies which

use indirect methods.

The creation of artificial surrogates of real trees from LiDAR data is not a new
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problem, however despite some attempts, explicit reconstruction has proved elusive.

Of the techniques that have been developed there is little consistency in the means

of evaluating reconstruction outputs, with some authors opting for comparison of

the point clouds generated from the tree and from the reconstruction (Côté et al

2009; 2011), some comparing positional accuracy of first and second generation tree

models (Binney & Sukhatme, 2009), while others chose comparison with manual field

measurements (branch length, width, number; Bucksh & Fleck, 2011) or visually

based (Pfeifer et al., 2004). Therefore, there are a lack of studies testing tree model

outputs against biophysical parameters. Thus, the research problem is to address

this deficiency in the testing of reconstruction outputs, through the evaluation of an

existing method.

The research objectives dissect this further by scrutinising the technique at all levels

in an attempt to describe its robustness. This uses a laboratory data set to ensure

the highest quality input where traditional issues such as wind effects and lack of scan

sampling are removed. The use of good quality data theoretically allows for a better

performance of the reconstruction algorithm, and therefore, better identification of

its positive and negative attributes. Similarly, in the formulation of such methods

good quality data obtained under controlled conditions should be used as an initial

benchmark, after which it may be adapted to consider data captured in less optimal

conditions. Formally, the research objectives can be written as:

• Quantify the effects of angular point density on reconstruction output.

• Quantify the effects of leaf model choice on reconstruction output.

• Quantify the effect of light source position on reconstruction output.

Therefore the overall aim is to assess the current techniques ability to recreate three

essential parameters. Furthermore, to highlight the necessity of thorough testing

with laboratory data of the algorithm outputs to determine their quality in predicting

biophysical parameters.
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2 Literature review

LiDAR (light detection and ranging) systems are quickly becoming a necessity in the

analysis of forests, and vegetation more generally, with areal acquisitions providing

broad scale coverage (e.g. over whole forests), while terrestrial systems may be used

with conventional sampling routines to accelerate data collection (Lovell et al., 2011).

Advances in technology have simultaneously produced cheaper systems and a greater

diversity of measurement capabilities, examples being the vehicle mounted ensemble

of Rosell et al., (2009) and the Echidna system of (Jupp et al., 2005).

Terrestrial LiDAR systems (henceforth TLiDAR) obtain the location of a point sam-

pled on the surface of an object using the time-of-flight principle. This operates

through recording the time taken for light (typically visible-red – infra-red) emitted

by a sensor to return back to it. This is converted to a 3D location relative to the

scanner through the consideration of the angle the beam was released at, the time

taken to return, and the speed of light. The resulting data is known as a point cloud

which shows the position of all the sampled points. The development of sensors

capable of recording the intensity of the returning pulse has allowed classification of

the material type that has been hit. In vegetation studies this allows the distinction

between wood and foliage elements since the returned intensity at infra-red wave-

lengths of both these materials is markedly different (Côté et al., 2009). Similarly, at

visible-red wavelengths there is strong absorption by chlorophyll pigments (Jenson,

2000), making foliage elements appear sufficiently darker than woody elements to

allow characterisation.

The signal recorded by the sensor both in terms of position (time) and intensity may

also vary according to a number of factors. Objects within the scene smaller than the

finest resolution of the sensor (Hosoi & Omasa, 2007; Côté et al., 2009; 2011) along

with returns from the edge of objects such that there is overlap (i.e. multiple returns

are recorded), cause positional noise. This consists of points appearing either side

(in front or behind) of the sampled surface based on occluding objects in front of the

surface for the former, or boundary hits on the surface for the latter. In a similar

manner, measures of intensity may also be affected by multiple responses with the
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received intensity being a result of the combination of the materials hit.

The effects of instrument configuration are reported by a number of studies (Pfeifer et

al., 2004; Hosoi & Omasa, 2006; Takeda et al., 2008; Kaasalainen et al., 2011) where

the most important considerations relate to scan distance from the object (or rather

consistency of) and point density. Furthermore, Kaasalainen et al., (2011) state that

some point cloud processing software include arbitrary scaling and normalisations

which alter the data exported from the software.

The final factor influencing the measurement at the sensor is the scene of interest.

The 3D spatial arrangement of canopy elements, hitherto described as canopy archi-

tecture (as in Fournier et al., 1997), through LiDAR technology, can be resolved with

high accuracy (Koetz et al., 2006). This is important since the ability to analyse tree

and forest structure offers insights into a number biopshere-atmosphere exchanges

including photosynthesis, evapotranspiration and CO2 sequestration (Fournier et al.,

1997; Moorthy et al., 2007; Rosell et al., 2009). There are also a number of areas

requiring information on the 3D geometry of forests, in particular, remote sensing,

fire modelling, habitat analysis and plant physiology (Kato et al., 2009).

Canopy architecture is a dominant factor in determining the signal received by aerial

and satellite remote sensing platforms (Lewis, 2007). Through using 3D descriptions

of the canopy geometry a more generalised approach may be considered when mod-

elling the returned signal since less assumptions are required (Lewis, 2007; Disney et

al., 2011). This is particularly prominent as it has been shown that averaging canopy

architecture spatially introduces large discrepancies in sparse canopies (Luquet et al.,

1998) while 3D information may be used with multiple scattering models (Disney et

al., 2006).

2.1 Biophysical and structural parameters

Leaf area index (LAI) is regarded as one of the most important biophysical parame-

ters since it allows for the up sampling of leaf processes to the canopy scale (Bréda,

2003). LAI is defined as the total one sided leaf area per unit ground (originally

defined by Watson, 1947) and is therefore independent of scale. Retrieval of LAI
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has been demonstrated in a number of ways from satellite remote sensing (e.g. see

Fang et al., 2003) but, as with most indirect methods, is found to be underestimated

due to clumping and the reflectance contributions of other vegetation components

(Bréda, 2003). The main categories of LAI measurement are direct (i.e. measure-

ment of leaves through destructive sampling, leaf litter traps, etc) and indirect (i.e.,

through the use of an inclined point quadrat, hemispherical photography and below

and above ground light measurements, to name a few) (Jonckheere et al., 2004).

Tree or canopy height metrics may be used as predictors of biomass and wood vol-

ume (Patenaude et al., 2004) or to determine other structural parameters such as

trunk taper and diameter using allometry (Niklas 1995). Likewise, the location of

branching structure within the crown is useful for remote sensing (in 3D modelling

as mentioned earlier) but may also provide information on species (through verti-

cal branch patterns) and tree development (Ford,1985). Therefore, determination of

both of these important for commercial forestry and scientific applications such as

carbon modelling.

2.2 Information extraction from point clouds

2.2.1 Raw point cloud approaches

Information obtained directly from the point cloud has typically sought to describe

properties such as diameter at breast height (DBH), stem location and crown di-

mensions, both at the plot level (e.g. Tansey et al., 2009) and with individual trees

(e.g. Huang et al., 2011). These utilise positional information contained in the point

cloud and therefore provide relatively reliable estimates of the above mentioned. In

contrast, other parameters such as LAI have associated complexity since they are

not measured directly, but rather through relationships with laser penetration or

gap fraction, which depend upon canopy geometry such as leaf inclination angle and

clumping effects (Moorthy et al., 2007).
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2.2.2 Reconstruction approaches

Unlike point cloud information extraction, previous research in tree reconstruction

tends to focus on individual specimens. Broadly, the impetus for creating artificial

trees has been based around two relatively contrasting ideologies; these range from

the appearance based approaches adopted by computer graphics, compared to the

structural accuracy adopted by fields interested in the extraction of parameters (Bin-

ney & Sukhatme, 2009). Largely there has been little mixing of the two. Despite

this, the mutual goal remains the explicit reconstruction of trees described in a way

that simplifies the data structure of the geometry that is stored and processed. For

scientific rather than graphics purposes, the latter point, although desirable, is not

fundamental when dealing with individual trees. However, when dealing with large

databases of trees (as with what would be needed in forestry, Godin & Sinoquet,

2005) or when evaluating the radiative regime of complete, heterogeneous forests

(e.g. in remote sensing signal modelling, Disney et al., 2006 - although they use a

homogeneous forest), its value increases. The following summary of reconstruction

methods focuses on those used as a tool for information extraction.

2.2.3 Branching structure

A consideration common to all tree reconstruction techniques is the way in which the

branching structure is handled. This requires defining branching angles, lengths and

widths in order to generate commonly required parameters (e.g. PAD, DBH, etc).

The SkelTre algorithm of Bucksh et al., (2009), utilised by Bucksh & Fleck (2011)

uses an octree decomposition of the point cloud space and builds graphs based on

the properties of the point cloud in that cell (e.g. crossing direction). Due to its close

relationship with the corresponding point cloud, branch lengths are determined using

the euclidean distance between branching nodes after connecting neighbouring nodes,

whilst diameters are extracted from the distance between the graph nodes (centered

in the point cloud) and the individual points. Binney & Sukhatme (2009) opt for

a probabilistic approach based on hypothesis testing which allows model fitting to

the sensor data. At the junction of each segment multiple hypotheses are tested
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(e.g. angle, width, length) against the organisation of the data points which allows a

certain degree of flexibility to sensor noise. By taking branch cross-sectional profiles

with B-spline curves Pfeifer & Winterhalder (2004) created a method which would

allow estimates of branch ovality and taper, thereby furthering the characteristics

used to describe branching structure.

2.2.4 Treatment of leaves

The treatment of tree organs is critical if parameters such as LAI and LAD (leaf area

density) are to be recovered in a direct way. For example, surface reconstruction of

crown size (Park et al., 2010) and hull approximation of crown shape (e.g. Pfeifer

et al., 2004) do not allow this since the main volume is treated as a turbid medium.

Instead some form of explicit handling of leaves is necessary. Xu et al., (2007) assign

leaves based on the location of trunk nodes capable of supporting leaves, where leaf

orientation is determined by the orientation of the trunk nodes leading up to it. Such

an approach distinguishes between tree components at the individual scale, allowing

measurement in a way similar to that undertaken in the field.

2.2.5 Limitations of previous approaches

The limitations of the above approaches will invariably be different depending on the

application, however, when considering complete structural accuracy (which should

lead to aesthetic accuracy) there are a number of limitations inherent in the current

techniques. The first of these is the approximation of structure inside dense crowns,

with some choosing simply to state the crown size and shape (e.g. Pfeifer et al.,

2004; Park et al., 2010), while others create artificial branches based on the location

of leaves (e.g. Xu et al., 2007; Côté et al., 2009; 2011). Secondly, the majority

of reconstruction techniques are created around data collected in the field which is

prone to occlusion by other trees and wind, while generalising to field data, from that

collected in the laboratory appears a more logical approach. Thirdly, the majority

of methods utilise some form of a priori knowledge about the species of tree being

reconstructed, where it would be more desirable to obtain all information from the
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point cloud, and so be independent of this information.

2.3 Proposed methodology

The method of Côté et al., (2009) was chosen based on its ability to handle every

geometric element of the tree. As mentioned above, leaves are typically ignored by

previous approaches making it difficult to compare factors such as LAI to ground

data without using indirect relationships. Furthermore, the creation of the fine

branching structure, whilst being non-ideal, is based upon the location of foliage in

a semi-automated way. Finally, justification for choosing this method over the fully

automated technique of Côté et al., (2011) is its lack of a time-costly optimisation

function.

2.4 Summary

The development of a method capable of recreating explicit 3D tree structure from

a TLiDAR point cloud would be useful for a large number of applications includ-

ing forestry (e.g. Gorte & Pfeifer, 2004), remote sensing (e.g. Disney et al., 2006),

botany (e.g. Omasa et al., 2007), habitat analysis (e.g. Vierling et al., 2008) and fire

modelling (e.g. Caraglio et al., 2007) . The speed and accuracy at which field data

could be collected on plant structure would greatly improve, given the current meth-

ods for obtaining explicit descriptions (namely EM devices or manual measurement,

Preuksakarn et al., 2010). However, in order to achieve such a goal it is necessary to

address the deficiencies in the current methods. The method analysed in this thesis

discusses the applicability of a reconstruction method, initially designed for radiative

consistency, to produce estimates of LAI, tree height and branch number. These are

then compared with manual measurements to provide a quantitative assessment of

the reconstruction algorithm.
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3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Data

The LiDAR data used in this study originates from a terrestrial scanning system ca-

pable of retrieving time-of-flight measurements for 3-dimensional positioning, as well

as recording the intensity of the returned pulse. Scans were taken under laboratory

conditions allowing for the mitigation of wind and occlusions from other objects,

and for regular positions around the main stem. In order for the tree to be scanned

inside, it was cut from the main trunk below the onset of the branching stems at

2.23 metres. Figure 1 shows the location of scans around the main stem.

Figure 1: Scan placement around the tree. θ and φ denote the zenith and azimuth angles of the
scan placement, however, at every point scan distance was constant at 5 metres. (0◦,0◦) denotes
the centre point of tree (z). Green diamonds show the location of scans used in the registration.
Black stars signify discarded scans due to lack of target visibility.

This included 10 scan positions around the main axis of the tree (every 36◦) at 7

elevation angles (-13◦–45◦ radians) in 3 degrees of angular resolution (0.018◦, 0.036◦

and 0.072◦). In total 111 scans were recorded for the foliated tree, however a number

had to be discarded due to a lack of visibility of the scan markers (see figure 1). Scans

of the defoliated tree were taken from 5 positions around the main tree stem (every

72◦) in three angular resolutions (0.018◦, 0.036◦ and 0.072◦) for the top half and

one (0.018◦) for the bottom half. This was used as a visual guide for the branching
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Figure 2: This shows the method of obtaining scans from a +45◦ angle relative to the centre of the
tree. Picture courtesy of Dr Eric Casella, Forest Research.

addition.

The destructive sampling method allowed for manual collection of tree data including

tree height, leaf area, leaf and branch number and vertical distribution of these. The

tree used in this study is a juvenile Eucalyptus nitens (Deane and Maiden) obtained

from Rogate, West Sussex and was planted in the spring of 2005. Total height of the

specimen was 6.49 metres (4.26 metres included in scans). The scan setup is shown

in figure 2.

The tree was scanned with a Leica HDS6200 (Leica, Geosystems) at λ=670 nm which

has a beam divergence of ±0.0063◦ and a reported distance and angular accuracy of

5 mm and 0.0072◦ (both horizontal and vertical - Leica, Geosystems, 2010).

3.2 Materials

The main body of the methodology was coded in the Python programming lan-

guage using the standard libraries along with additional open source libraries such

as Numpy and Scipy (Jones et al., 2001), Networkx (Hagberg et al., 2008), graph-

tool (de Paula Peixoto, 2010) and OpenAlea (Dufour-Kowalski ET AL., 2007). Pre-
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processing such as point cloud noise filtering and intensity segmentation utilised

C++ and PCL (Point Cloud Library - Rusu & Cousins, 2011). Point cloud registra-

tion was undertaken in the commercial software Cyclone by Leica Geosystems. Data

processing was conducted in a 64bit UNIX (Ubuntu 12.04 LTS) environment with

16Gb of RAM and 4 cores.

3.3 Pre-processing

3.3.1 Registration

The raw scan data consisted of approximately 36 scans per tree at each angular

resolution and as a result required point cloud registration in order to create a unified

data set. The final composition of each point cloud was determined by the visibility

of targets whereby a total of three or more were required for accurate registration.

Therefore, scans with less than three visible targets were discarded; a summary of

scan composition and locations are provided in figure 1.

3.3.2 Filtering

Following the recommendations of Côté et al., (2009) further pre-processing was

required to remove outliers and smooth noise, however, this was implemented both

before and after the separation of wood and foliage elements. Positional outliers were

identified and removed based on the statistical outlier filter present in PCL. This

operates over all data points repetitively testing the distances of each to its npoints

nearest neighbours where npoints is a user specified number. Point removal occurs

when the point score (taken as the average of all npoints distances) falls outside the

upper bound of the Gaussian distribution (1 standard deviation was used here). This

process was implemented twice before the separation (see figure 3) and once on the

separated wood and foliage point clouds.

Further intensity based smoothing would have increased the number of points avail-

able to both sets of point clouds, however the PCL Bilateral filter (adapted to point

clouds from Tomasi & Manduchi, 1998) was sufficiently performance intensive, given

the size of the point clouds being used, to justify its exclusion.
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Figure 3: This shows the raw data (left), after 1 iteration (middle) and after 2 iterations (right).
Points were removed outside of 1 standard deviation of the upper bound. This resulted in a removal
of 454,309 points for low, 1,624,823 for medium and 5,663,160 for the high density point clouds.

3.3.3 Separation of wood and foliage elements

The last stage of pre-processing involved partitioning the point cloud based on in-

tensity values which are sufficiently different in the visible-red part of the spectrum

(and the near infra-red, as is the basis for separation in Côté et al., 2009). The PCL

PassThrough filter was used to generate the two point clouds through a user defined

threshold.

3.4 Côté et al., (2009) tree reconstruction

The Côté et al., (2009) method is underpinned by the skeletal curves (Verroust

& Lazarus, 2000) and space colonisation (Runions et al., 2007) algorithms which

generate the main and fine branching structure. For detailed descriptions of both of

these algorithms the reader is referred to the original papers; the following sections

aim to summarise the methodological description found in both of these papers in

relation to the Côté et al., (2009) method, and any deviations that were employed

in the current work. It is important to recognise that Côté et al., (2009) did not

intend the method to be an explicit reconstruction technique, however, the following
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is intended to evaluate it as if it were. Furthermore, where detail is unspecified in

the original paper, the best visual output is taken to be the correct course.

3.4.1 Skeletal curves

The skeletal curves algorithm (Verroust & Lazarus, 2000) can be seen to approximate

the shape of the point cloud in a linear sense through the barycenter of all points

local to the line segment, thus producing a skeleton of the point cloud. The wood

point cloud Nw is used as input to the algorithm which first creates a neighbourhood

graph with a maximum of nd degrees for each point, where each connection represents

one of the nd nearest neighbours. The shortest paths, computed using the Dijkstra

algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959), and their lengths to the source node are stored in the

geodesic graph and distance map. Levels of points are determined based on k, a user

defined parameter stating the number of levels to be used, and their distance to the

source being the same as that of the overall level. The points within each level are

used to create a neighbourhood graph of 2 degrees with their 2 nearest neighbours.

This is trimmed to remove edges with a distance greater than the median of the

second nearest neighbours. From this the centroids of each level set are computed

as the barycentre of the level. The final step connects the centroids of each level to

the level above to generate the skeleton.

3.4.2 Space colonisation

The objective of the space colonisation algorithm (Runions et al., 2007) is to recreate

the finer branching structure that is otherwise completely or partially occluded based

on the location of leaves in the tree crown; the fundamental rule is that there is a

competition for space, where branches can only grow into free space unoccupied by

other branching nodes.

The initial stage takes the graph based representation of the trunk produced by the

skeletal curves algorithm as well as the foliage point cloud Nf and uses the latter as

attractors to the branching nodes. Through an iterative procedure the branches are

grown a set distance D based on the average of the normalised vectors (see eq. 1) of
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Figure 4: This shows the iterative procedure used to grow fine branches. Source: Runions et al.,
2007

the attractor points that are identified as belonging to that branch node (closer to

that node than any of the others).

n̂ =
−→n
||−→n ||

where : −→n =
∑

s∈S(v)

s− v
||s− v||

(1)

This works through testing the radius of influence di of the trunk node for the

attractor points that are found within the region. Once the new node is attached to

the old, a separate kill radius dk is introduced to remove the attractor points that

have been reached. This procedure is shown schematically in figure 4.

The original method determines the attractors associated with each trunk node dy-

namically using a Voronoi cell subdivision of space based on 3D Delaunay triangu-

lation. The technique implemented here uses the same concept but instead creates

a single Voronoi cell for the current node. This is based on the cube slicing method

implemented in Rycroft (2009) and avoids handling the infinite boundaries created

when using a complete Voronoi subdivision of space. Instead the direction of the

attraction point to the trunk node is tested against all planes and if it is found to be

on the same side as the normal it is considered as belonging to that trunk node.

Lastly, the branch widths are computed from the pipe model (Shinozaki., 1964)

which states that the cross-sectional area of the parent branch (rp) is related to the
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cross-sectional areas of the child branches (c) by:

rP =
c∑

i=1

rPi (2)

Where the exponent P and the apex width are user defined parameters.

3.4.3 Addition of foliage

The addition of leaves to the tree structure generated in the previous sections follows

from the concept that leaves appear when there is light available. This is applied

using a light transmission model which subdivides the volume containing the branch-

ing structure into voxels with light extinction properties related to the plant area

density (PAD, Dvoxel) of that voxel and the path length of the ray (Svoxel) through

it (see eq. 3).

P0 = 1−
∏
voxel

exp(−Svoxel ·Dvoxel/2) (3)

Ray tracing is used to determine which shoots (every branch tip is assumed to support

foliage) are in the direct path of nl light sources. Those which are visible to nv or

more are classified as having a leaf present. The spatial arrangement of the light

sources above the tree was varied to mimic differences in canopy density (see figure

5).

The technique therefore ignores multiple scattering and assumes both a spherical

angular distribution of PAD (Côté et al., 2009) and that after a certain angle (that

of the most extreme light source and the shoot) there is no light reaching the shoot

location. The plant area density, defined here as the plant surface area per unit

volume (m2m3 as in Takeda et al., 2008), was determined as an approximate value

for each voxel. This was calculated by finding the entry and exit point of every

cylinder (line point through the centre of each cylinder base) used to describe the

trunk and branches, and calculating the surface area for this portion, thereby ignoring

parts of the cylinders surface that may or may not cross over into other voxels. The

ramifications of this, is that while globally the surface area remains unchanged (since
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Figure 5: The placement of light sources under the dense, medium and sparse canopy scenarios.
The current configuration was used for the medium resolution model. The dashed line marking the
crown area is the smallest square bounding the horizontal extent of the crown. Coloured arrows
mark the transition of extreme light sources between the canopy scenarios.

overlaps are not counted in more than one voxel) locally the PAD is inaccurate. This

is shown schematically in figure 6.

The light transmission model was applied by first translating the graph based repre-

sentation of the branching structure into an L-systems grammar (Lindenmayer 1968,

extensions described in Prusinkiewicz & Lindenmayer, 1990; Prusinkiewicz et al.,

2007) encoded in a string format. This procedure can be seen as a description of

the plant structure based on a set of rules given to the ‘L-systems turtle’ which al-

lows intricate control of key parameters such as branch width, angle and length, and

aesthetics such as texture and colour. A table of commands, along with a simple

L-string example are shown in table 1.

The creation of the leaf model is based on (Orwa et al., 2009) which describes the

leaves associated with the age category of E. nitens used in this paper. Since there

was no pre-existing leaf model available for use in this study, a sample of leaf sizes

(approximated as elliptical) were created within the ranges documented (maximum,

minimum, mean and one with different sizes sampled from a normal distribution

within the range limits - as per Côté et al., 2009 suggestion). The leaf model was
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Figure 6: This shows the process through which plant area density was approximated. The plane
shown in black represents one of the voxel faces, while the cylinder represents a branch segment.
The approximate surface area is computed for the lateral part of the cylinder until the point where
the line segment through its centre (grey line) reaches the voxel boundary. Therefore, parts of the
surface that are technically outside the voxel (purple) are attributed to the current voxel, while
other parts inside the voxel are not (light blue). Despite this, the extraneous parts of the cylinder
are not attributed to more than one voxel and thus PAD is globally consistent.

Control Description
F(n) Move n units (length)
+(θ) Angle (θ) from +z → -y
-(θ) Angle (θ) from +z → +y
\(φ) Angle (φ) from +y → +x
/(φ) Angle (φ) from +y → -x
[,] Signifying the start and end of a branch
!(rnp) Specify width
?P Environmental communication variable
Example \(15)-(45)F(5)

Table 1: L-systems grammar used to create branching structure and leaves. More complex functions
exist to define tropisms, custom cross-sectional branch dimensions and pre-defined geometry, thus
making it a powerful tool for plant modelling. The example describes a branch of length 5 units at
an angle of 45◦ (θ) and 15◦ (φ), the rendering of this expression is shown to the right.
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Figure 7: Visual comparison of an E. nitens leaf shoot specimen (A) with the leaf prototype
used (B). Source (B): http://www.australiaplants.com/Eucalyptus_nitens.htm [Accessed:
25/08/12].

constructed using the L-systems polygon function and attached according to the

results of the light transmission model described above. Since leaf area index can be

retrieved without attaching the leaf directly, it is worth noting that the polygonal

model used is purely for aesthetics. Figure 7 shows an example of a leaf model.
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4 Results

Figure 8 shows the results of the skeletal curves algorithm represented as the indi-

vidual nodes. Visually, they show good agreement with the rest of the wood point

cloud in all cases, and show increasing levels of branching detail being shown as the

point resolution increases.
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Figure 8: This shows the trunk node points (red), produced by the skeletal curves algorithm of
Verroust & Lazarus (2000), among a subsample of the wood point cloud (grey) used in the case of
the low (A), medium (B) and high (C) point density. nd = 5.
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Model di dk D n apex radius

Low 20 cm 15 cm 15 cm 2.39 0.025 cm
Medium 13 cm 10 cm 6.5 cm 2.39 0.05 cm

Table 2: The model parameters used to generate the branching structure seen in figures 9B and C.
These are the optimum parameters for visual appearance. It seems that the apex radius should be
larger, however, increasing the radius produced models with disproportional radius’ compared with
the reference scan in figure 9A.

Figure 9: Comparison of the branching structure shown by the defoliated scan (A), and the two
generated models, low (B) and medium (C) angular resolution. The third, and highest resolution
model was discarded due to a corruption of the data file.

The final branching structures following the space colonisation algorithm are shown

in figure 9 with a comparison to the defoliated scan. The parameters used to obtain

these models are shown in table 2. The appearance of both models do not bare

resemblance to the defoliated point cloud. Model B shows adequate branching levels

and lengths towards the bottom of the model but this deteriorates moving up. The

general angle of branches in the scan is upwards whereas the model does not show

any visible dominant branching angle. Model C shows distinct underestimation of

branching length at all vertical levels while towards the bottom of the tree branching

angle appears to be predominantly upwards.
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Figure 10: Vertical profiles of leaf numbers for low and medium resolution models under the dense,
medium and sparse canopy scenarios. Each category ranges from i–i.99949.

4.1 Foliage

The vertical profiles of leaf number and LAI are shown in figures 10-11 for the low

resolution model, while the vertical profile of leaf number is shown for the medium

resolution model in figure 10.

In all model scenarios the number of shoots capable of supporting leaves was signifi-

cantly lower than the amount of leaves recorded in the truth data set (see figure 12),

this was reduced further by the criteria that each was to be within visible range of

nv light sources. nv was originally set to 6 with 9 light sources available in total (nl),

however, based on a visual results, both nv was decreased to 4 and nl was increased

to 25. Voxel size was maintained at 0.3 metres under all constructions in line with

the discretisation of Côté et al., (2009). LAI was modelled according the inclusion of

four leaf models with ranges taken from the documentation of Orwa et al., (2009). In

all cases LAI fell dramatically below the reference data set due also to the inaccuracy

of leaf numbers. The medium resolution model did not produce leaves under any

of the canopy scenarios. Initially this was attributed to the density criteria being

related to the horizontal crown dimensions (see figure 5), which in this case produced

light sources at a maximum of 1.29 metres past the crown tip. The larger horizontal

crown dimensions of the low resolution model meant that extreme light sources were

placed at 3.57 metres past the crown tip. Despite the disparity brought about by

crown size, light sources from the low resolution configuration were applied to the
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Figure 11: Vertical profiles of LAI for the four varieties of shoot model under the various canopy
density scenarios compared with the reference data set. The categories range from i–i.99949.
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Figure 12: This shows the vertical profiles of all foliage supporting stems for both models, with
comparison to the number of leaves recorded in the reference data set. The height categories range
from i–i.99949.

Figure 13: Vertical distribution of branching number. A branch belongs to a height category if its
base is found in that height range, whereby each category ranges from i–i.99949.

medium, but even under this scenario, leaves were not produced.

The vertical profiles of branch number are shown in figure 13. This demonstrates

the tendency for over-branching at all levels in both models, which is most likely to

be attributable to minor branch generation.

Table 3 shows the measured tree height against the heights produced by the two

models. Overall, an RMSE of 0.085 metres was produced showing the ability of the

models to reach the designated tree height. This will most likely be attributable

to the skeletal curves algorithm since the trunk is well sampled under all angular

resolutions, this is displayed graphically in figure 8.
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Model Tree height (m) Difference (m) RMSE (m)

Low 4.15 -0.11 -
Medium 4.31 +0.05 -
Reference 4.26 - -

- - 0.085

Table 3: Tree heights produced by reconstruction models with root mean square error (RMSE)
provided.

4.2 Final tree models

The final foliated tree models (low resolution) are displayed in figure 14. Compar-

isons with a photograph of the tree (figure 14F) show the underestimation of leaves

which is echoed in the results. The fully foliated versions (i.e. not considering the

light transmission model), although better, also underestimate the number of leaves

(figures 14D-E and table 4).
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Figure 14: Examples of the foliated tree models. 14A–C show the low resolution model under the
dense (A), medium (B) and sparse (C) canopy scenarios, while D (low resolution) and E (medium
resolution) were produced without considering the light transmission model. A photograph taken
at scan acquisition is presented for comparison (Courtesy of Dr Eric Casella at Forest Research).
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5 Discussion

5.1 Evaluation of results

A visual comparison of the defoliated models with the reference scan (figure 9), and

the foliated models (both considering the light transmission criteria and without

- figure 14) with the photograph shown in figure 14F suggest that reconstructions

had been unsuccessful. With regards to the overall and vertical profiles of LAI and

branch number this is echoed in the results.

The variation in leaf model was originally intended to quantify the disparity arising

from the recommended ranges of leaf sizes and shapes. While it is obvious that

the larger leaf model will generate a higher LAI than the smaller, and that this is

where the largest disparity would occur, it was deemed an appropriate exercise in

order to determine whether estimates from these models produced comparable errors

with other methods (e.g. Beers law related). Consequently, the vertical leaf number

profile (figure 10) and total number of leaves produced (table 4) was sufficiently low to

disqualify this from consideration. Nevertheless, an accurate shoot model (in terms

of size and arrangement) is known to be highly influential in radiometric studies

(Disney et al., 2006; Côté et al., 2009; 2011), and it is probable that it would have

a similar effect on estimates produced from reconstruction methodologies. In this

sense, it remains to be determined whether all plausible leaf models may produce

LAI accuracies greater than current point cloud retrieval methods. Despite this,

further work may be able to evaluate the usefulness of the models by comparison of

the vertical distributions with finer height binning of the reference data set, since it

is relatively simple to obtain detailed positional information of model constituents

under the L-systems framework. This would enable partial evaluation independent

of the leaf model used. A binning detail similar to that of Van der Zande et al.,

(2006) is recommended.

Variation of the light source distribution is shown to have a significant impact on the

low resolution model. This is down to the path length and the number of voxels that

light rays must transcend in order to reach light sources from shoots in the lower

canopy, as opposed to light sources located past the horizontal canopy boundaries
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Model
Potential Branch Canopy Leaf Leaf Leaf

LAI LAI (σ)
leaf no. no. density no. no. (σ) model

Low 105 152

Dense 27.8 2.683

Large 0.718 0.069
Medium 0.421 0.041
Small 0.202 0.019
Normal 0.427 0.059

Medium 33.4 1.949

Large 0.846 0.05
Medium 0.505 0.029
Small 0.243 0.014
Normal 0.493 0.035

Sparse 37.2 2.049

Large 0.961 0.053
Medium 0.563 0.031
Small 0.27 0.015
Normal 0.551 0.034

Medium 195 231 - - - - - -

Table 4: Summary of total values for leaf and branch number, LAI, and associated deviations.

where they may transcend fewer voxels. This factor is not considered in the original

paper, which states that “light sources are positioned on a horizontal plane above the

tree crown” (Côté et al., 2009, pp. 1071) without describing how they are positioned.

In relation to E. nitens previous work has found that stand density is a contributing

factor to the vertical distribution of LAI in individual trees, but that all species do

not necessarily display this characteristic (Medhurst & Beadle, 2001). Therefore,

further a priori information must be applied to determine the appropriate lighting

conditions of the tree within its surroundings.

In the present study the effect of angular point density on reconstruction output

remains undetermined. Of the two that were reconstructed, the lower resolution

point cloud produced the best results since the medium did not produce leaves, thus

suggesting that greater angular point density decreased the quality of reconstruction

output. However, more work is needed to establish if this is the case since numerous

studies report that data quality (of which higher point density is discussed) improves

the quality of metrics extracted from the point cloud and from reconstructions (e.g.

Strahler et al., 2008; Côté et al., 2009; 2011; Lovell et al., 2011).

Estimates of tree height across both models had an RMSE of 0.085 metres (see table

3) which is better than the reported results of Park et al., (2010, 0.22 metres) and
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Garćıa et al., (2011, 2.47 metres). It must also be considered that the data used for

the present study was of a high standard due to the lack of occluding objects and

artifacts, and so an error close to that of studies with successful height extraction

was to be expected. A more rigorous test would be to use scans from the field in

order to determine if similar accuracies were obtained.

5.2 Evaluation of methods

The tree reconstruction method of Côté et al., (2009) clearly retained the majority of

the structure required to reproduce the radiative consistency seen between their first

and second generation models. Despite this, there are a number of methodological

issues which may be pointed out, that future work may both consider and adapt.

The first of these relates to the initial segmentation of the point cloud which throws

away a significant proportion of the data. In the present study, a large number of

points were discarded across all resolutions since there was a partial overlap in the

intensity values probably caused by multiple responses that may not have sufficiently

effected each points positional location. A remedy to this issue may be to incorporate

some form of intensity based smoothing (such as that mentioned in Filtering).

Secondly, the suitability of the space colonisation algorithm (Runions et al., 2007) for

generating extended branching segments is called into question. There are a number

of reasons cited for this point. The first pertains to use of the individual points in

the foliage point cloud Nf being used as attractors, thus allowing equal weighting,

which often lead to over branching. In trees with with low samples per leaf (such as

the majority of conifers - as needles have a lower contact area) this may not be a

problem. However, with many deciduous trees, where points per leaf are likely to be

much higher (i.e. more contact area), it may be preferential to represent clusters of

leaves with individual points, thereby reducing interweaving of branches for points

found on the same leaf. The second issue is the limited number of possible branching

angles which results in unrealistic skeleton production, especially given the weaving

nature mentioned previously. Despite this, there is recognition that allowing all pos-

sible angles exacerbates the issue of over-branching. Altering the branching angles
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as described in Runions et al., (2007) for the new branches offered a slight remedy

but visually did not appear significantly influential. Therefore, the parameterisation

of this section of the methodology was particularly problematic which explains the

low visual resemblance between the reconstructions and the reference scans. How-

ever, it has been reported that, if suitable parameterisation is obtained, the space

colonisation algorithm does supply reasonable tree architecture (Preuksakarn et al.,

2010).

Thirdly, the treatment of the tree constituents is difficult to infer from the original

paper. For example, a problem encountered in the present study was when to allow

the continuation of the trunk and when to define new branches at nodes where there

was more than one outgoing node. As a consequence, the branch angle most closely

matching the previous (within 15◦ or lowest if more than one) was chosen as the

continuation, which (i) may not have been the intention of Côté et al., (2009) or

what they did, nor (ii) did it lead to suitable results in all cases. This impacted

the branch width sufficiently and thus limited the amount of selectable tree models

due to unrealistic thicknesses being displayed at the base of the tree in relation to

the upper parts. Since the applicability of pipe model theory is well established and

supported (e.g. Chiba, 1998) it is assumed that appropriate definition of structural

treatment would lead to visually acceptable reconstructions. Therefore, it is impor-

tant that future methods clearly state the treatment rules applied in reconstruction

approaches. A suggestion for the improvement of this may lie in determining the

widths of the main branches from the point cloud in a similar manner to that of

Binney & Sukhatme (2009) or Bucksh & Fleck (2011). This would also remove the

issue of assuming a consistent radius for all branch apices, as the pipe model could

be applied in reverse from known widths to the branches created with the space

colonisation algorithm.

Lastly, the assumption that the branch tips are the only place on the tree where

foliage can be supported does not hold for the current tree species. It can be seen

from figure 15 that leaves occur along the majority of the branches coming off the

main stem. This is cited as the main reason for the underestimation in leaf number

and thus LAI. There are also multiple leaves at different orientations at the same
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Figure 15: This shows the lower part of the E. nitens specimen and demonstrates that foliage is
located along the main branches and not just at the apex, which is a key assumption made by the
method implemented. Picture courtesy of Dr Eric Casella, Forest Research.

point in the stem which would also contribute to this.

Visual comparisons with the trunk of the reference scans and the reconstructed model

show that the initial branching structure created with the algorithm of Verroust &

Lazarus (2000) performed sufficiently well. This is supported by the tree height

estimates produced from the models in all cases.

The main deviation from the methodology of Côté et al., (2009) was the calculation

of an approximate PAD for each voxel. There will undoubtedly be some effect to

choosing this simplification, however, given the limitations of a number of compo-

nents of the methodology it is unlikely that this will be a defining factor. Likewise,

the approximation of leaf shape to an ellipse will have marginally influenced the

overall recording of leaf area, however, this remains negligible when the number of

leaves produced, both globally and locally, was heavily underestimated.

The fact that this method has been recreated in a high level language with a non-

optimised code is a testament to the design of the individual components. However,

the approximation of branching structure using the space colonisation algorithm

is inherently the weak link since it is both difficult to parameterise and contains
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limitations in the outputs that may be achieved. Although suitable for the problem

described in Côté et al., 2009, further tweaking would be needed to apply this to

deciduous trees, while further work may evaluate the optimisation extension applied

in Côté et al., 2011 in a similar way as has been done here.

Côté et al., (2011) point out that the development of reconstruction algorithms is

hampered by the complexity of the tree canopy as opposed to the quality of Li-

DAR technology. It is therefore the understanding of this complexity, that requires

greater attention since the computational frameworks such as L-systems (Linden-

mayor, 1968) and its off-shoots provide a flexible set of tools capable of describing

this (e.g. see Měch & Prusinkiewicz, 1996; Boudon et al., 2012).
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6 Conclusion

The results show that variation of the light distribution above the tree crown can

have a significant effect on determining the leaf production at various heights in the

tree, and so it is demonstrated that future replications of this approach must also

consider the lighting environment the tree originated in (and by extension canopy

density), even for such a simplistic light transmission model. In any case, the im-

plementation severely underestimated leaf production and thus LAI meaning that

proper assessment of leaf model variation could not be implemented. It is never-

theless important to reiterate the effect of the leaf model on retrieved metrics (e.g.

Disney et al., 2006; Côté et al., 2009; 2011), and further to describe the leaf produc-

tion of the tree species of study. This includes introducing greater flexibility to allow

modification of key assumptions, specifically the location of leaves within the tree.

Vertical profiles of branching show that this was overestimated, but not enough to

counter the low numbers of foliage supporting branches. Nevertheless, the degree of

overestimation is significant, with a possible cause being the formation of multiple

branches to account for points on the same leaf.

In this study, tree height was the only metric determined with reasonable accuracy

to rival alternative approaches in the literature. This is largely attributed to the

initial method of Verroust & Lazarus (2000) which covered the majority of the trunk

length (see figure 8), while it must also be noted that the point cloud quality, even

under the lowest point density was not subject to the occlusions and artifacts found

in natural environments, which many of the studies mentioned were exposed to.

The effect of angular point density is left undetermined following the removal of the

point cloud with the highest point number. Of the two that were tested the low

density model was considered more successful since it displayed closer visual resem-

blance to the reference scan and produced leaves under the varying light distribution

scenarios. This was a direct result of being simpler to parameterise than its medium

density counterpart. In fact, parameterisation of the space colonisation algorithm

was complex with a number of user defined parameters, and this is ultimately where

failure at structural resemblance occurred.
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The overarching conclusion is that in its current guise this algorithm is unsuitable

for constructing trees to use as virtual surrogates of natural specimens. With mod-

ifications it is plausible that it may work but would require an array of a priori

information with regards to parameter specification and leaf model choice, but also

loosening of assumptions about possible foliage locations. Similarly, in such visually

guided approaches there is a necessity to define the rules governing tree constituents

at each level; the lack of definition shown in the original paper causes a number of

problems here. While it may be possible to alter the current methodology to fit

specific scenarios, there is a limited use in doing this.

6.1 Further work

The fundamental problem with the methodology evaluated in this study is an over-

reliance on a priori information. In order to move towards an explicit reconstruction

algorithm it would be necessary to obtain as much information as possible from the

point cloud, both to remove potentially biased user interaction, and to move away

from dependencies on a priori information described in the previous section. It is

suggested that future work determine a more reliable method of handling leaves,

and under-sampled branching structure in the centre of the crown. In essence future

reconstruction techniques should aim to provide greater automation by extracting

more information from the point cloud. Similarly, it would be of considerable use if

leaf production was handled directly as this would remove the dependency on a light

transmission model with similar relationships to radiation extinction as is already

used in current indirect measurements of LAI.
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7 Auto-critique

I chose this project for a number of reasons, with no particular order of preference.

Firstly that it would involve substantial programming, so I could develop skills that

I gained earlier in the year in a part of the course that I particularly enjoyed. The

second reason was the ability to work with an outside organisation so that I would

also gain knowledge of research outside of a university setting. Thirdly, I wanted

to work on something which, in a small way, may contribute to our understanding

of the role of vegetation in the environment, and in particular, to draw from the

experience and skills of a renowned researcher in this field.

I feel that the strengths of this research lie in the dissection of the methodology

and the discussion of its attributes in a way which would be difficult to achieve

from reading the original paper. Furthermore, I gained detailed knowledge of its

functioning through attempting to resolve issues which arose, that must have been

considered when designing the algorithm. Although I kept to the original methods,

attempting to tweak these parts showed me why the authors chose particular avenues

and also allowed me to suggest improvements. The second main strength is the

versatility of the output models, since the framework I used, governed by L-systems,

is flexible to the point that more information could be extracted at a finer resolution

than was used here.

With hindsight I would have allowed more time for the programming elements and

found libraries and tools within this that met certain performance requirements as

opposed to finding problems and fixing them ad hoc. I would also have liked to

implement some of the tweaks that I made in order to see how they performed in

comparison to the original. However, in conducting the research as I did, I gained

valuable insight into the problems and issues of reconstruction techniques, and how

they will benefit various areas of science beyond the remote sensing application to

which I have applied it. I also gained fundamental experience into the planning and

execution of research involving programming, that I will take into account in future

projects.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Verroust & Lazarus (2000): Code

#!/usr/bin/env python

#-------------------------------------------------------------

# The following code is written and annotated by Niall

# Origo unless otherwise referenced in comments.

# This is part of the dissertation topic looking at tree

# reconstruction from tLIDAR point clouds. The algorithm

# coded here is from:

# Verroust, A., & Lazarus, F. (2000). Extracting skeletal

# curves from 3D scattered data. The Visual Computer, 16:15-25

#-------------------------------------------------------------

# import relevant modules

import sys

import argparse

import time

import numpy as np

import pylab as plt

import os

import pickle

import graph_tool.all as gt

import networkx as nx

import scipy.spatial as ss

# start parser options

# add parser arguments

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument(’-I’, dest = ’I’,

help = ’Input file name (pcd XYZI) - no extension’)

parser.add_argument(’-O’, dest = ’O’,

help = ’Output filename - will save in same directory, unless specified’)

parser.add_argument(’-D’, dest = ’D’, help = ’Input file directory’)

parser.add_argument(’-P’, dest = ’P’, help = ’Number of points in pc’)

parser.add_argument(’-n’, dest = ’n’, help = ’set n connectivity’)

parser.add_argument(’-s’, dest = ’s’,

help = ’decrease amount of nodes used to describe data - default 10x’)

parser.add_argument(’-wix’, dest = ’wix’,

help = ’increase partition distance by wix - default 100x’)

parser.add_argument(’-inc’, dest=’inc’,

help = ’controls the distance each side for which points are included’)

options = parser.parse_args()
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# set variables

if options.I:

pcfilename = options.I

else:

print ’Please state input file’

sys.exit()

if options.O:

outname = options.O

else:

outname = pcfilename

if options.P:

pointno = int(options.P)

else:

print ’Please input number of points in point cloud’

if options.D:

directory = options.D

else:

directory = ’/media/expansiondrive/Pointclouds/registered/resultsuse’

if options.n:

n = int(options.n)

else:

n = 5

if options.s:

sh = int(options.s)

else:

sh = 100

if options.wix:

w_i_x = int(options.wix)

else:

w_i_x = 100

if options.inc:

inc = options.inc

else:

inc = 85000

# set point cloud file extension

fileextension = ’pcd’

# open file and read contents

pc = open(’%s/%s.%s’ %(directory, pcfilename, fileextension))

# create empty list for contents
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pc1 = []

# state where data points start from

d_start = 11

# create generator function

rows = (i.split()[:3] for i in pc)

# add each line to list through loop

for a in rows:

pc1.append(a)

header = pc1[:d_start]

# convert to numpy array

pc1 = np.array(pc1[d_start:]*1)

# delete pc to save space

pc = 0

# re-organise array as integer values cnverting point cloud to microns

pc1 = (pc1.copy().astype(float)*1000000).astype(int)

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Start of Verroust and Lazarus, 2000 method

#---------------------------------------------------------

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Build the neighbourhood gaph (Step 1)

#---------------------------------------------------------

# create numerical labels for each point

pc1 = np.column_stack((np.arange(len(pc1)), pc1))

# translate so min is 0, 0, 0

pc1[:,1] = pc1[:,1]-np.min(pc1[:,1])

pc1[:,2] = pc1[:,2]-np.min(pc1[:,2])

pc1[:,3] = pc1[:,3]-np.min(pc1[:,3])

# set n (using recommendation of Verroust and Lazarus (2000) which is 5)

n = 5
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# create neighbourhood graph and surrogate instance

neighbourhood = gt.Graph(directed=False)

n_surr = nx.Graph()

# set properties of the neighbourhood graph

e_props = neighbourhood.new_edge_property("float")

n_props = neighbourhood.new_vertex_property(’bool’)

# instantiate new vertex

vert = neighbourhood.add_vertex(pointno)

n_surr.add_nodes_from(pc1[:,0])

# set count

count = len(pc1)

# create KDTree example from:

# http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6371187/

#find-all-coordinates-within-a-circle-in-geographic-data-in-python

# [Accessed: 02/06/2012]

datatree = ss.cKDTree(pc1[:,1:4])

# add distances to each neighbour edge

# loop through all data points

for b,c in enumerate(pc1):

# get distances and indices of nearest neighbours

distances, indices = datatree.query(pc1[b,1:4], n+1, p=2)

# organise data into format for adding to graph

edges = np.column_stack((np.tile(pc1[b,0], (n, 1)),

pc1[indices][1:,0],

distances[1:]))

# add data to graph

n_surr.add_weighted_edges_from(edges, weight = ’length’)

# add edge data to graph and property map

for d in edges:

neighbourhood.add_edge(neighbourhood.vertex(int(d[0])),

neighbourhood.vertex(int(d[1])))
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e_props[neighbourhood.edge(neighbourhood.vertex(int(d[0])),

neighbourhood.vertex(int(d[1])))] = d[2]

# update count

count -= 1

print count

datatree = 0

n_surr1 = n_surr.nodes()

n_surr = nx.connected_component_subgraphs(n_surr.copy())[0]

# mask nodes which aren’t connected

for e in np.where(np.in1d(n_surr1, n_surr.nodes()))[0]:

n_props[neighbourhood.vertex(e)] = False

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Construct the geodesic graph and distance map (Step 2)

#---------------------------------------------------------

source = neighbourhood.vertex(int(n_surr.nodes()[0]))

count = len(n_surr.nodes())

# make vertex properties internal

neighbourhood.vertex_properties["Exist"] = n_props

# compute the dijkstra paths and distances for all nodes to the source

dist_map, pred_map = gt.dijkstra_search(neighbourhood, source,

e_props)

source = n_surr.nodes()[0]

# create geodesic and distance graphs

geodesic = nx.Graph()

distancemap = nx.Graph()

furthestdistance = 0

# loop over the vertex predecessors
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for i,j in enumerate(pred_map.a):

# if they are connected to something

if i != j:

# add that edge to the geodesic graph

geodesic.add_edge(i,j)

# add the edge distance to the distance map

distancemap.add_edge(source, j , length = dist_map.a[i])

if dist_map.a[i] > furthestdistance:

furthestdistance = dist_map.a[i]

else:

pass

else:

pass

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Computing level sets (Step 3)

#---------------------------------------------------------

# "The number k is given by the user to specify the number of points

# used to approximate the longest axis. In practise k can be chosen

# as the ratio of the distance of the farthest point to the average

# edge length" Verroust and Lazarus (2000) pp. 18 - section 4.

# create function to read edge data into numpy array

def get_edge(graph, edge1, edge2, attr):

return graph[edge1][edge2][attr]

# vectorize function to apply to a number of edges

get_all_edges = np.vectorize(get_edge)

temp = get_all_edges(n_surr, np.array(n_surr.edges(data=True))[:,0],
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np.array(n_surr.edges(data=True))[:,1],

’length’)

averageedge = float(np.average(temp))

# compute k value as integer of the following ratio

k = int(furthestdistance/averageedge)

temp = 0

# set alpha and beta coefficients as recommended in Verroust and

# Lazarus (2000)

alpha = 0.03

beta = 0.97

# state d_max

d_max = furthestdistance

# compute range for the interval

interval = [int(alpha*d_max), int(beta*d_max)]

# compute uniform separation distance

level_set_separation = ((interval[1]-interval[0])/k)*sh

print ’separation is %s’ %level_set_separation

# create array of values for level set distances from source point

level_set_values = np.arange(interval[0], interval[1], level_set_separation)

level_sets = []

# convert each level set value to a dictionary

for dict in level_set_values:

level_sets.append({dict:[]})

# add the values with path lengths equal to the level set to that

# level set dictionary

for i,j in enumerate(level_sets):

for x in distancemap.nodes()[1:]:
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if distancemap[source][x][’length’] >= j.keys()[0]-inc:

if distancemap[source][x][’length’] <= j.keys()[0]+inc:

j[j.keys()[0]].append(x)

else:

pass

else:

pass

print ’end of %s’ %(i)

print ’Finished that’

## start partitioning the level sets

# create list for centroids

centroids = []

level_reject = []

def dist(coord1, coord2):

x1,x2 = coord1[0], coord2[0]

y1,y2 = coord1[1], coord2[1]

z1,z2 = coord1[2], coord2[2]

ti = (x1-x2)**2 + (y1-y2)**2 + (z1-z2)**2

return ti**0.5

count4 = len(level_sets)

# loop over level sets

for k in level_sets:

if len(k[k.keys()[0]]) > 2:

# create level set neighbourhoood graph

level_neighbour = nx.Graph()

# add nodes from the level set

level_neighbour.add_nodes_from(k[k.keys()[0]])
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# loop over all values to get distances to each other

for fx in k[k.keys()[0]]:

temp1 = []

for d in k[k.keys()[0]]:

temp1.append( [pc1[fx,0],

pc1[d,0],

dist(pc1[fx,1:4],

pc1[d,1:4])] )

# sort by distance values

temp1 = np.array(temp1)[(np.array(temp1)[:,2]).argsort()]

# add shortest distances to graph between nodes (not including

# itself)

level_neighbour.add_weighted_edges_from(temp1[1:3],

weight=’length’)

# create list to hold second neghbour length values

medianlist = []

# loop over nodes in level_neighbour

for p in level_neighbour.nodes():

# create temp list

temp = []

# loop over list of neighbours

for w in level_neighbour.neighbors(p):

if (w,p) in nx.get_edge_attributes(level_neighbour,

’length’).keys():

# add the length to each neighbour

temp.append((p, w, nx.get_edge_attributes(

level_neighbour, ’length’)[(int(w),

int(p))]))

else:

temp.append((p, w, nx.get_edge_attributes(

level_neighbour, ’length’)[(int(p),

int(w))]))
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# sort by length

temp = np.array(temp*1)[np.array(temp*1)[:,2].argsort()]

# add the second nearest neighbour to the medianlist

medianlist.append(temp[1,2])

# compute w_i threshold for connectivity

w_i = np.median(medianlist)*w_i_x

# get edge and attribute data as list

till = np.array(nx.get_edge_attributes(

level_neighbour, ’length’).items())

# use this to remove edges of greater length than w_i

level_neighbour.remove_edges_from(till[np.where(till[:,1] \

> w_i)][:,0])

# partition into connected components (as subgraphs)

connected = nx.connected_component_subgraphs(level_neighbour)

# remove graphs with less than 3 edges

whe = np.where(np.array([len(x.edges()) for x in connected]) \

> 3)[0]

# get index for removed graphs

whe_not = np.where(np.array([len(x.edges()) for x in connected]) \

<= 3)[0]

for lp in whe_not:

# add nodes from removed graph

level_reject.append((k.keys(), connected[lp].nodes()))

# loop over separately connected graphs

for f in whe:

# compute centrality for each node in graph

index = np.array(nx.centrality.closeness_centrality

connected[f]).items())
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# sort by centrality for smallest first

index = (index*1)[(index*1)[:,1].argsort()]

# pick out centroid

centroid = int(index[0,0])

# add centroid to attribute in neighbourhood

# graph and label

n_surr.add_node(centroid, is_centroid=k)

# add centroid and details to list

centroids.append([centroid, k.keys()[0], k,

(connected[f]).nodes()])

else:

pass

count4-=1

print ’getting centroids, count = %s’ %count4

centroids = np.array(centroids*1)

level_reject = np.array(level_reject*1)

#---------------------------------------------------------

# Connecting the centroids (Step 4)

#---------------------------------------------------------

# create new graph to produce skeleton

skeleton = nx.Graph()

# add the nodes from the point cloud

skeleton.add_nodes_from(pc1[:,0])

# define function to retrieve paths from pred_map

def follow(pred_map, point, inter_list, end):

check = list(inter_list)

while check.count(pred_map.a[point]) == 0:

if point != end:

point = pred_map.a[point*1]

else:
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break

return pred_map.a[point]

# function from runions script to return minimum distance

def min_dist(data, point):

def min(u1,u2,u3,v1,v2,v3):

return (u1-v1)**2+(u2-v2)**2+(u3-v3)**2

dis = np.vectorize(min)

tiled = np.tile(np.array(point),(len(data),1))

dists = dis(data[:,0],data[:,1],data[:,2],

tiled[:,0],tiled[:,1],tiled[:,2])

# return the minimum distance

return dists[dists.argsort()[0]]

count = len(level_sets)

for ag, ac in enumerate(level_sets[1:]):

# get centroids and partitions

this_partitions = centroids[np.where(centroids[:,1] == \

ac.keys()[0])][:,::3]

# get centroids and partitions at level below

# use current ’ag’ as using level_sets without slice

prev_partitions = centroids[np.where(centroids[:,1] == \

level_sets[ag].keys()[0])][:,::3]

num1 = ag+1

while len(this_partitions)==0:

this_partitions = centroids[np.where(centroids[:,1] == \

level_sets[num1].keys()[0])][:,::3]

num1+=1

if num1 != len(level_sets):

pass

else:

break

num2 = ag

while len(prev_partitions)==0:

prev_partitions = centroids[np.where(centroids[:,1] == \

level_sets[num1].keys()[0])][:,::3]

num2-=1
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if num2 >= 0:

pass

else:

break

# connect centroids if there are only two

if len(this_partitions) == 1 and \

len(prev_partitions) == 1:

skeleton.add_edge( prev_partitions[0][0],

this_partitions[0][0] )

# otherwise have to determine what connects to what

else:

# loop over centroids at this level

for each in this_partitions:

# find the first point in the lower level set that it meets

lo = follow( pred_map, each[0],

prev_partitions[0][1],

geodesic.nodes()[0] )

# check if lo belongs to rejected graph nodes

for rej in np.where(level_reject[:,0] == \

level_sets[num2].keys()[0])[0]:

# if it does then find the closest centroid and attach them

if level_reject[:,1][rej].count(lo) > 0:

small = (furthestdistance, 0, 0)

for bob in prev_partitions[:,0]:

# find closest centroid

if dist(pc1[bob,1:], pc1[lo,1:]) < small[0]:

# update smallest distance

small = (dist( pc1[bob,1:],

pc1[lo,1:]),
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bob, each[0] )

else:

pass

skeleton.add_edge(small[1], small[2])

else:

pass

connection = []

# find the partition this point is in

for every in prev_partitions:

if every[1].count(lo) > 0:

# connect if its found

skeleton.add_edge(every[0], each[0])

connection.append(1)

else:

pass

count -= 1

print ’Level %s set done’ %(count)

# should now have a nice skeleton!

# skeleton is largest connected component subgraph

skeltest = nx.connected_component_subgraphs(skeleton)[0]

# and save

nx.write_graphml(skeltest,"%s/%s_skel.xml"%(directory,outname))

print ’written graph’

np.save("%s/%s_points"%(directory,outname),pc1)
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9.2 Runions et al., (2007): Code

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

# This file represents the beginning of the second part of the Cote et

# al., (2009) method and is described in Runions et al., (2007) as the

# space colonisation algorithm.

# This file utilises the Openalea library that is found here:

# https://launchpad.net/~christophe-pradal/+archive/openalea

# or:

# http://openalea.gforge.inria.fr/wiki/doku.php?id=download

# Runions, A., Lane, B., & Prusinkiwicz, P. (2007). Moedlling trees

# with a space colonisation algorithm. Eurographics Workshop on

# Natural Phenomena (2007).

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

# import relevant libraries

import sys

from openalea.plantgl import all as pp

import argparse

import numpy as np

import networkx as nx

import scipy.spatial as ss

import time

from collections import Counter

import graph_tool.all as gt

import pdb

# add parser arguments

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument(’-IP’, dest = ’IP’,

help = ’Input point file name (.npy) - no extension’)

parser.add_argument(’-IF’, dest = ’IF’,

help = ’Input foliage point cloud (.pcd) - no extension’)

parser.add_argument(’-IG’, dest = ’IG’,

help = ’Input graph file name (.xml) - no extension’)

parser.add_argument(’-D’, dest = ’D’,

help = ’Input file directory’)

parser.add_argument(’-di’, dest = ’di’,

help = ’radius of influence (microns)’)

parser.add_argument(’-dk’, dest = ’dk’,

help = ’set kill radius’)

parser.add_argument(’-d’, dest = ’d’,

help = ’set grow distance’)

parser.add_argument(’-pn’, dest = ’pn’,
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help = ’pipe model exponent to be used (recommend 2-3’)

parser.add_argument(’-pw’, dest = ’pw’,

help = ’set width of apices in pipe model’)

parser.add_argument(’-it’, dest=’it’,

help = ’set maximum iteration - default = 6250’)

options = parser.parse_args()

if options.IP:

inpoints = options.IP

else:

print ’Please input point file’

sys.exit()

if options.IF:

infol = options.IF

else:

print ’Please input a foliage point cloud’

sys.exit()

if options.IG:

ingraph = options.IG

else:

print ’Please input graph file’

sys.ext()

if options.D:

directory = options.D

else:

directory = "/media/expansiondrive/Pointclouds/registered/resultsuse/"

if options.di:

d_i = float(options.di)

else:

d_i = 130000 # radius of influece

if options.dk:

d_k = float(options.dk)

else:

d_k = 110000 # kill radius

if options.d:

D = float(options.d)

else:

D = 65000 # grow distance

if options.pn:

n_e = float(options.pn)

else:

n_e = 2.39

if options.pw:

apex_width = float(options.pw)

else:
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apex_width = 0.025

if options.it:

iteration = int(options.it)

else:

iteration = np.inf

g_ext = ’.xml’

p_ext = ’.npy’

fol_ext = ’.pcd’

# read graph of tree skeleton generated by verroust & lazarus

main_branches = nx.read_graphml(directory+ingraph+g_ext, node_type=int)

# and coordinates associated with trunk nodes

points = np.load(directory+inpoints+p_ext)

# read in attractor points (foliage points)

fol_pc = open(directory+infol+fol_ext)

d_start = 11

# create generator function

rows = (i.split()[:3] for i in fol_pc)

pc1 = []

# add each line to a list through loop

for a in rows:

pc1.append(a)

header = pc1[:d_start]

# convert to numpy array

pc1 = np.array(pc1[d_start:]*1)

# re-organise array as integer values converting point cloud to microns

fol_points = (pc1.copy().astype(float)*1000000).astype(int)

fol_points[:,0] = fol_points[:,0]-np.min(fol_points[:,0])

fol_points[:,1] = fol_points[:,1]-np.min(fol_points[:,1])

fol_points[:,2] = fol_points[:,2]-np.min(fol_points[:,2])

pc1=0

fol_pc=0
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# create attractor list

point_no = range(len(fol_points))

# create active branch node list

a_branches = []

# create branch node list to keep track of parents

b_branches = []

# loop over points and add to grow_point list

for j,i in enumerate(main_branches.nodes()):

a_branches.append(j)

b_branches.append([i,points[i,1],points[i,2],points[i,3]])

# function for average of the normalised vectors

def anv(a_set, source):

best_n = np.array([0., 0., 0.])

for i in a_set:

nor1 = source.astype(float)-i.astype(float)

nor2 = np.abs(source.astype(float)-i.astype(float))

nor = nor1/nor2

if len(np.where(np.isnan(nor)==True)[0]) > 0:

nor[np.where(np.isnan(nor)==True)] = 0.

else:

pass

best_n += nor

anv1 = best_n / np.abs(best_n)

if len(np.where(np.isnan(anv1)==True)[0]) > 0:

anv1[np.where(np.isnan(anv1)==True)] = 0.

else:

pass

# do something for coping with zero vectors

if anv1[0]==0 and anv1[1] ==0 and anv1[2]==0:

while anv1[0]==0 and anv1[1]==0 and anv1[2]==0:

# move in random direction

anv1=np.array( [np.random.randint(-1,1),

np.random.randint(-1,1),

np.random.randint(-1,1)] )

else:

pass

return anv1
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def anv2(a_set, source, dist):

# test case for average vector

best_n = np.array([0.,0.,0.])

for i in a_set:

nor1 = source.astype(float)-i.astype(float)

nor2 = np.abs(source.astype(float)-i.astype(float))

nor = nor1/nor2

if len(np.where(np.isnan(nor)==True)[0]) > 0:

nor[np.where(np.isnan(nor)==True)] = 0.

else:

pass

best_n += nor

azimuth = np.arctan2(best_n[1],best_n[0])

mag = (best_n[0]**2+best_n[1]**2)**0.5

zenith = np.arctan2(best_n[2],mag)

z = dist*np.sin(zenith)

xyhpot = dist*np.cos(zenith)

y = xyhpot*np.sin(azimuth)

x = xyhpot*np.cos(azimuth)

return np.array([x,y,z])

#-----------------------------------------------

# Space colonisation algorithm

#-----------------------------------------------

# need function to check distances

def dist_check(data, point, distance):

# returns indices of the points within a specified distance

# record square of distance

d_2 = distance**2

# create new array with data next to point in every column

tiled = np.tile(np.array(point), (len(data),1))

# define interior function for distance

def dist_euc(u1,u2,u3,v1,v2,v3):

return (u1-v1)**2+(u2-v2)**2+(u3-v3)**2

# vectorize function

dist = np.vectorize(dist_euc)

dists = dist(data[:,0],data[:,1],data[:,2],

tiled[:,0],tiled[:,1],tiled[:,2])

where = np.where(dists < d_2)

if len(where[0])>1:

distind = np.column_stack((dists[where[0]],where[0]))

return distind[distind[:,0].argsort()][:,1]

else:

return where[0]
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# create function to find minimum distance of points

def min_dist(data, point):

# create one example function

def min(u1,u2,u3,v1,v2,v3):

return (u1-v1)**2+(u2-v2)**2+(u3-v3)**2

dis = np.vectorize(min)

tiled = np.tile(np.array(point),(len(data),1))

dists = dis(data[:,0],data[:,1],data[:,2],

tiled[:,0],tiled[:,1],tiled[:,2])

# return the minimum distance

return dists[dists.argsort()[0]]

def dot2(u, v):

return u[0]*v[0]+u[1]*v[1]+u[2]*v[2]

def sq2(u):

return dot2(u, u)

# define function to test planes

def plane_test(plane_list,point):

# plane list is defined by vector midpoint then normal

pla = np.array(plane_list)

def dot3(u1,u2,u3,v1,v2,v3):

return u1*v1+u2*v2+u3*v3

dot4 = np.vectorize(dot3)

ti = np.tile(np.array(point),(len(plane_list),1))

diff = ti-pla[:,:3]

dots = dot4(diff[:,0],diff[:,1],diff[:,2],pla[:,3],pla[:,4],pla[:,5])

if len(np.where(dots<=0)[0])>0:

return False

else:

return True

def lr(coord1,coord2):

# same lr as in savedskel3.py but with mode 2 only

x = coord1[0]-coord2[0]

y = coord1[1]-coord2[1]

z = coord1[2]-coord2[2]

r = float(x**2+y**2+z**2)**0.5

return np.arccos(float(z)/r)*(180./np.pi)

maxval = np.max(points[:,0])
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node_no = maxval+1

no = 0

origb = len(main_branches.nodes())

final_skel_points=[]

original_p = main_branches.nodes()*1

# loop over active branches

while len(a_branches) > 0:

# set the grow point

grow_point = np.array(b_branches)[:,1:][a_branches[no]]

# get the indices of points within the radius of influence

i_inds = dist_check(fol_points, grow_point, d_i)

# get the influence points that are left

inf_inds = np.intersect1d(i_inds, point_no)

# find out if there are any

if len(inf_inds) > 0:

# sort trunk nodes by distance to current node

trunks = np.array(b_branches)[a_branches][:,1:][ \

dist_check(np.array(b_branches)[:,1:][ \

a_branches],grow_point,d_i*2)]

if len(dist_check(np.array(b_branches)[:,1:][ \

a_branches],grow_point,d_i*2))>1:

t_n = 1 # start at 1 to avoid using the same point

planes = []

while t_n<len(trunks):

if len(planes)>0:

# check if this trunk node creates a new plane

if not plane_test(planes,trunks[t_n]):

pass
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else:

# get coords of two trunk nodes

t1 = trunks[t_n]

t2 = grow_point

# get midpoint

mid = np.array(

[float(t1[0]+t2[0])/2.,

float(t1[1]+t2[1])/2.,

float(t1[2]+t2[2])/2.]

)

# calculate the normal in relation to t2

normal = t2-t1

# save in the planes list

planes.append([mid[0],mid[1],mid[2],

normal[0],normal[1],normal[2]])

else:

# get coords of two trunk nodes

t1 = trunks[t_n]

t2 = grow_point

# get midpoint

mid = np.array(

[float(t1[0]+t2[0])/2.,

float(t1[1]+t2[1])/2.,

float(t1[2]+t2[2])/2.]

)

# calculate the normal in relation to t2

normal = t2-t1

# save in the planes list

planes.append([mid[0],mid[1],mid[2],

normal[0],normal[1],normal[2]])

t_n+=1

true_inf = []
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# then need to test every attractor

for leaf in fol_points[inf_inds]:

# test all the planes - if all are true then it belongs

# to this voronoi cell

if plane_test(planes,leaf):

true_inf.append(leaf)

else:

pass

if len(true_inf) > 0:

# get average normalised vector

n_hat = anv(np.array(true_inf), grow_point)

# compute magnitude to move

D_n_hat = D*n_hat

g_p = grow_point*1

# grow point to the new node

grow_point+=D_n_hat

print ’A: new grow point is %s’ %(grow_point)

# don’t let it grow to point that already exists

w1 = np.where(np.array(b_branches)[:,1]==grow_point[0])[0]

w2 = np.where(np.array(b_branches)[:,2]==grow_point[1])[0]

w3 = np.where(np.array(b_branches)[:,3]==grow_point[2])[0]

common = list(np.intersect1d(np.intersect1d(w1,w2),w3))

if len(common)==0:

# add points to branch lists

b_branches.append( [node_no,grow_point[0],

grow_point[1],

grow_point[2]] )

a_branches.append(len(b_branches)-1)

main_branches.add_edge(np.array(b_branches)[:,0][ \
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a_branches[no]], node_no)

no+=1

# increase node increment

node_no+=1

# check if its the last one

if no < len(a_branches):

pass

else:

no=0

# get indices for dead points

k_inds = dist_check(fol_points, g_p, d_k)

# intersect them with the points that are left

k_radius = np.intersect1d(k_inds, point_no)

# remove the points from the point list

if len(k_radius) > 0:

for x in k_radius:

point_no.remove(x)

else:

pass

else:

# grow point doesn’t count so deactivate parent

a_branches.remove(a_branches[no])

grow_point-=D_n_hat

print ’A: Trunk node deactivated: %s’%(grow_point)

print ’Trunk node already exists’

# check if its the last branch

if no < len(a_branches):
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pass

else:

no=0

else:

# remove as its inactive

a_branches.remove(a_branches[no])

print ’A: Trunk node deactivated: %s’%grow_point

# check if its the last branch

if no < len(a_branches):

pass

else:

no=0

else:

# get average normalised vector

n_hat = anv(np.array(fol_points[inf_inds]), grow_point)

# compute magnitude to move

D_n_hat = D*n_hat

g_p=grow_point*1

# grow point to the new node

grow_point+=D_n_hat

print ’B: new grow point is %s’ %(grow_point)

# don’t let it grow to point that already exists

w1 = np.where(np.array(b_branches)[:,1]==grow_point[0])[0]

w2 = np.where(np.array(b_branches)[:,2]==grow_point[1])[0]

w3 = np.where(np.array(b_branches)[:,3]==grow_point[2])[0]
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common = list(np.intersect1d(np.intersect1d(w1,w2),w3))

if len(common)==0:

# add points to branch lists

b_branches.append( [node_no,grow_point[0],

grow_point[1],

grow_point[2]] )

a_branches.append(len(b_branches)-1)

main_branches.add_edge(np.array(b_branches)[:,0][ \

a_branches[no]], node_no)

# increase node increment

node_no+=1

no+=1

# check if its the last one

if no < len(a_branches)-1:

pass

else:

no=0

# get indices for dead points

k_inds = dist_check(fol_points, g_p, d_k)

# intersect them with the points that are left

k_radius = np.intersect1d(k_inds, point_no)

# remove the points from the point list

if len(k_radius) > 0:

for x in k_radius:

point_no.remove(x)

else:

pass
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else:

# grow point doesn’t count so deactivate parent

a_branches.remove(a_branches[no])

grow_point-=D_n_hat

print ’A: Trunk node deactivated: %s’%(grow_point)

print ’Trunk node already exists’

# check if its the last branch

if no < len(a_branches):

pass

else:

no=0

else:

# remove as its inactive

a_branches.remove(a_branches[no])

print ’B: Trunk node deactivated: %s’%grow_point

# check if its the last branch

if no < len(a_branches):

pass

else:

no=0

if len(main_branches.nodes())<iteration:

pass

else:

final_skel_points = np.vstack((points,b_branches[origb:]))

break

print ’There are %s attractors remaining’ %(len(point_no))
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if len(final_skel_points)>0:

pass

else:

final_skel_points = np.vstack((points,b_branches[origb:]))

# implementation of the pipe model

def pipe(graph, pred_map, apex_width, n, b_points):

# by width I mean radius

apices = np.array(nx.degree(graph).items())[

np.where( np.array(

nx.degree(

graph).items())[:,1]==1 )][:,0]

print ’computing pipe model’

def add_width(node,width):

graph[node][’width’]=width

def view_width(node):

return float(graph[node][’width’])

nodes = np.array(graph.nodes())

zeros = np.tile(0,len(nodes))

node_widths = np.column_stack((nodes, zeros))

# add width to apices

add_widths = np.vectorize(add_width)

view_widths = np.vectorize(view_width)

add_widths(nodes, np.tile(0,len(nodes)))

add_widths(apices, np.tile(apex_width,len(apices)))

count = len(apices)

# loop over apcies

for ph,qh in enumerate(apices):

point = np.where(nodes == qh*1)[0][0]

while pred_map.a[point] != point:

# move to next point

point = pred_map.a[point*1]

if pred_map.a[point] != point:

pass

else:

break

attach = np.array(graph.edges(nodes[point]))

# dont include width as another edge

n_i = np.where(attach[:,1]!=’width’)
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attached = attach[n_i].astype(int)

# check if internode

if len(attached)==2:

# get width of child

n_width = view_widths(attached[:,1])[np.where(

view_widths(attached[:,1])!=0)]

# add width to parent

graph[nodes[point]][’width’]=n_width[0]

elif len(attached)>2:

# if more than one child use pipe model

# get widths

n_width = view_widths(attached[:,1])

# but don’t include the parent node

wh = np.where(attached[:,1]!=nodes[pred_map.a[point]])

wh1 = np.where(attached[:,1]==nodes[pred_map.a[point]])

# if there are higher branches which don’t have

# widths yet then break

if len(np.where(n_width[wh]==0)[0])>0:

break

else:

# and first determine if theres a continuation

# of a branch

ang = []

for at in attached[wh]:

ang.append( lr(b_points[at[1]][1:],

b_points[at[0]][1:]) )

an = np.array(ang)

p2c = lr( b_points[at[0]],

b_points[attached[wh1][0][1]] )

where1 = np.where(an>p2c-15)[0]

where11 = np.where(an<p2c+15)[0]

whe1 = np.intersect1d(where1, where11)

# select branches with smaller than 15 degree diff

# if more than 1 pick the smallest

if len(whe1)==1:

exa = np.arange(len(attached[wh]))

opp = np.where(exa != whe1)[0]

r_n = 0

for wi in n_width[opp]:

r_n+=wi**n

r = r_n**(1./float(n))

resr = r+n_width[wh][whe1]

graph[nodes[point]][’width’]=resr

original = np.where(pred_map.a == point)[0][0]
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while len(

np.where(view_widths(

np.array(graph.edges(

nodes[original]))[:,1] [

np.where(np.array(graph.edges(

nodes[original]))[:,1] != ’width’)

].astype(float) ) == view_widths(

nodes[original]))[0]) > 0 :

graph[nodes[

original]][’width’]=resr

if len(np.where(apices == nodes[

original])[0]) == 0:

original = np.where(

pred_map.a == original*1)[0][0]

else:

break

elif len(whe1)>1:

mi = np.where((an-p2c)**2==np.min((

an-p2c)**2))[0]

# if the branches have the same angle

# then no continuation

if len(mi)==1:

exa = np.arange(len(attached[wh]))

opp = np.where(exa != mi)[0]

r_n = 0

for wi in n_width[opp]:

r_n+=wi**n

r = r_n**(1./float(n))

resr = r+n_width[wh][mi]

graph[nodes[point]][’width’]=resr

original = np.where(pred_map.a == point)[0][0]

# while its the same branch - ie has same width

while len(

np.where(view_widths(

np.array(graph.edges(

nodes[original]))[:,1] [

np.where(np.array(graph.edges(

nodes[original]))[:,1] != ’width’)

].astype(float) ) == view_widths(

nodes[original]))[0]) > 0 :
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graph[nodes[

original]][’width’]=resr

if len(np.where(apices == nodes[

original])[0]) == 0:

original = np.where(

pred_map.a == \

original*1)[0][0]

else:

break

else:

r_n = 0

for wi in n_width[wh]:

r_n+=wi**n

r = r_n**(1./float(n))

graph[nodes[point]][’width’]=r

else:

r_n = 0

for wi in n_width[wh]:

r_n+=wi**n

r = r_n**(1./float(n))

graph[nodes[point]][’width’]=r

else:

print ’error reached apex which is not source!’

sys.exit(1)

count-=1

print count

print ’Finished adding widths’

def dist(coord1, coord2):

x1,x2 = coord1[0], coord2[0]

y1,y2 = coord1[1], coord2[1]

z1,z2 = coord1[2], coord2[2]

ti = (x1-x2)**2 + (y1-y2)**2 + (z1-z2)**2

return ti**0.5
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# function to convert graph types

def graphswap(graph, points):

# convert networkx graph to graphtools graph

run_skel = gt.Graph(directed=False)

run_skel.add_vertex(len(graph.nodes()))

edge_props = run_skel.new_edge_property(’float’)

listy = np.array(graph.edges())

nodes = np.array(graph.nodes())

count = 0

# loop over edges and add them

for edge in listy:

# use node index to identify

edge1 = np.where(nodes == edge[0])[0]

edge2 = np.where(nodes == edge[1])[0]

run_skel.add_edge(run_skel.vertex(edge1),

run_skel.vertex(edge2))

# calculate and add distance

edge_props[run_skel.edge(run_skel.vertex(edge1),

run_skel.vertex(edge2))] = \

dist(points[edge[0]], points[edge[1]])

count +=1

print count

return run_skel, edge_props

degree_list = []

# loop over nodes to get degree of each

for tu in main_branches.nodes():

degree_list.append((tu, nx.degree(main_branches, tu)))

degree_list = np.array(degree_list*1)

# function to generate paths by adding knots along way

def follow2(pred_map, degreearr):

apices = degreearr[np.where(degreearr[:,1] == 1)]

path_list = []

for ph,qh in enumerate(apices):
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point = np.where(degreearr[:,0] == qh[0]*1)[0][0]

paths = {’path’:[],’knots’:[]}

paths[’path’].append(point)

count = 0

while pred_map.a[point] != point:

point = pred_map.a[point*1]

paths[’path’].append(point)

count+=1

print count

if degreearr[point][1] > 2:

paths[’knots’].append(point)

else:

pass

path_list.append(paths)

return path_list

nodes = np.array(main_branches.nodes())

# get dijkstra path again

d_map, p_map = gt.dijkstra_search(graphswap(main_branches,

final_skel_points[:,1:])[0],

np.where(nodes==np.min( \

main_branches.nodes()))[0][0],

graphswap(main_branches,final_skel_points[:,1:])[1])

# get list of paths

path_list = follow2(p_map, degree_list)

# create function to reduce branching angles in accordance with paper

def b_angles(graph, points, path_list):

# function to reduce branching angle by ’moving each remaining

# node in parallel half way toward its more basal neighbour’

# Runions et al. 2007 second page

points2 = points*1

p_nodes = []

nodes = graph.nodes()

# loop over all paths

for every in path_list:

for ref,rev in enumerate(reversed(every[’path’][:-1])):

if every[’knots’].count(rev)>0 \

and p_nodes.count(rev)==0:

# get child node

child = every[’path’][:-1][len(every[’path’][:-1])-ref-2]
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# get parent - need to use all list

parent = every[’path’][len(every[’path’])-ref-1]

# work out line from parent to current node i.e. direction

direction = points[nodes[rev]][1:]-points[nodes[parent]][1:]

mag = dist( points[nodes[rev]][1:],

points[nodes[parent]][1:] )

# normalise the vector

n_dir = direction.astype(float)/float(mag)

# get distance between point and child

length = dist( points[nodes[child]][1:],

points[nodes[rev]][1:] )

# get branching angle

angle = dot2(n_dir,

points[nodes[child]][1:]-points[nodes[rev]][1:])

# use cosine to find distance to perp intersection

p_dist = np.cos(angle)*length

# now use parametric equation of line to get intersection

x = points[nodes[rev]][1]+n_dir[0]*(p_dist+mag)

y = points[nodes[rev]][2]+n_dir[1]*(p_dist+mag)

z = points[nodes[rev]][3]+n_dir[2]*(p_dist+mag)

# then calculate midpoint and change branch node coords

points[nodes[child]][1] = float(x+(points[nodes[child]][1]*1))/2.

points[nodes[child]][2] = float(y+(points[nodes[child]][2]*1))/2.

points[nodes[child]][3] = float(z+(points[nodes[child]][3]*1))/2.

# add to processed nodes

p_nodes.append(rev)

# branch angle now reduced by half

else:

pass

return points,points2

run_start = np.max(original_p)+1

# alter the points for better branching angles

final_points,final_points2 = b_angles( main_branches,

final_skel_points,

path_list)

# define n and initial width

main_branches2 = main_branches.copy()
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# functions to view and add widths

def v_width(graph, node):

return graph[node][’width’]

def a_width(graph, node, width):

graph[node][’width’]=width

v_widths = np.vectorize(v_width)

a_widths = np.vectorize(a_width)

# add widths to branches

pipe(main_branches, p_map, apex_width, n_e, final_points)

# change back branch angles of points from verroust method

# as this is accurate straight from the skeletal curves

# algorithm

final_points[original_p] = final_points2[original_p]

w_arr = np.column_stack((main_branches.nodes(),

v_widths(main_branches,

main_branches.nodes())))

a_widths(main_branches, main_branches.nodes(), 0)

np.save(directory+inpoints+"_runions",final_points)

np.save(directory+ingraph+"_widths", w_arr)

# save the graph

nx.write_graphml(main_branches2,directory+ingraph+"_graph.xml")
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9.3 Addition of foliage: Code

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

# This is a script to convert networkx or graph_tools graphs into

# usable branching structure in order to add foliage to the tips

# This is from the paper:

# Cote, J.-F., Widlowski, J.-L., Fournier, R.A., & Verstraete, M.M. (2009)

# The structural and radiative consistency of three-dimensional tree

# reconstrucions from terrestrial lidar. Remote Sensing of Environment,

# 113:1067-1081.

# Ray tracing uses Slab method from:

# Kay, T. and Kajiya, J. (1986). Ray Tracing Complex Scenes.

# Proceedings of SIGGRAPH’86, pp. 269-278

# from:

# http://www.siggraph.org/education/materials/HyperGraph/

# raytrace/rtinter3.htm [Accessed: 10/072012]

#----------------------------------------------------------------------

# import relevant packages

import re

import pdb

import sys

import numpy as np

import networkx as nx

import scipy.spatial as ss

import scipy.spatial.distance as sd

import openalea.lpy as lpy

import openalea.plantgl.all as pp

from openalea.lpy import AxialTree

from PyQt4.QtCore import *

from PyQt4.QtGui import *

import time

from openalea.plantgl.all import *

from openalea.mtg.io import lpy2mtg, mtg2lpy, axialtree2mtg, mtg2axialtree

from openalea.mtg.aml import *

def lr(coord1, coord2, mode=1):

# check to make sure this is a bearing calculation

x = coord2[0]-coord1[0]

y = coord2[1]-coord1[1]

z = coord2[2]-coord1[2]

r = float(x**2+y**2+z**2)**0.5

if mode==1:

return "-(%0.5f)" %(np.arccos(float(z)/r)*(180./np.pi))
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elif mode==2:

return np.arccos(float(z)/r)*(180./np.pi)

else:

print ’Only two modes!’

def udpitch(coord1, coord2, mode=1):

# remember: bearing calculation

# actually roll!

# change mode to 2 for just integer returns

x = coord1[0]-coord2[0]

y = coord1[1]-coord2[1]

if mode==1:

return "\(%0.5f)" %(np.arctan2(y,x)*(180./np.pi))

elif mode==2:

return np.arctan2(y,x)*(180./np.pi)

else:

print ’Only two modes!’

def dist(coord1, coord2):

return ss.distance.euclidean(coord1, coord2)

def an_len(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2):

return ((x1-x2)**2+(y1-y2)**2+(z1-z2)**2)**0.5

an_length = np.vectorize(an_len)

def normalise(value):

if value[0] == "+":

sign = "-"

elif value[0] == "-":

sign = "+"

elif value[0] == "\%s"%(""):

sign = "/"

else:

sign = "\%s"%("")

return value.replace(value[0], sign, 1)

def gen_lstring(g2, points, node, width):
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# create empty strings to house structure

lpy_string = "b1"

# create list with source node

node_list = [node]

p_nodes = []

while(len(node_list) > 0):

# loop over all nodes

for j,i in enumerate(node_list):

# check how many edges are associated with each node

if len(nx.edges(g2, i)) == 1:

# check if its the last node

if p_nodes.count(nx.edges(g2, i)[0][1]) > 0:

# if it is, replace branch locator with empty

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace(

" b%s+%s" %(nx.edges(g2, i)[0][1],i),"?P",1)

node_list.remove(i)

p_nodes.append(i)

else:

# otherwise it must be the first node

# add other node to list

node_list.append(nx.edges(g2, i)[0][1])

# retrieve coordinates of the two nodes

coord1 = points[float(nx.edges(g2, i)[0][0])][1:]

coord2 = points[float(nx.edges(g2, i)[0][1])][1:]

# compute distances and angles

distance = dist(coord1, coord2)

z_angle = lr(coord1, coord2)
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a_angle = udpitch(coord1, coord2)

w_i = np.where(width[:,0] == node_list[-1])

# create and add l-systems formatable string

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace(

"b1", "%s%s!(%s)F(%0.5f)%s%s %s" %(

a_angle,z_angle,width[w_i][0][1],

distance,normalise("%s" %(z_angle)),

normalise("%s" %(a_angle)),

"b%s+%s" %(nx.edges(g2, i)[0][0],

nx.edges(g2, i)[0][1])) )

node_list.remove(i)

p_nodes.append(i)

else:

if len(np.intersect1d(

np.array(p_nodes),

np.array(nx.edges(g2,i))[:,1])) > 0:

# retrieve current node coordinate

coord1 = points[float(i)][1:]

# find the parent node by looping over incoming nodes

for gg in list(np.array(nx.edges(g2, i))[:,1]):

if p_nodes.count(gg) > 0:

parent = gg

else:

pass

# get edges and remove edge to parent

edges = nx.edges(g2, i)

edges.remove((i, parent))

# state number of extra branches needed

extra = len(edges)-1

# add new branch ’ports’ to string

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace(

"b%s+%s" %(parent, i),
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("b%s+%s" %(parent, i)) +

extra*("b%s+%s" %(parent, i)) )

# check if its an internode

if extra == 0:

# add to node list

node_list.append(edges[0][1])

# retrieve second coordinate

coord2 = points[float(edges[0][1])][1:]

# calculate distances and angles

distance = dist(coord1, coord2)

z_angle = lr(coord1, coord2)

a_angle = udpitch(coord1, coord2)

w_i = np.where(width[:,0] == node_list[-1])

# create and add formatable string

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace(

"b%s+%s" %(parent, i),

" %s%s!(%s)F(%0.5f)%s%s %s" %(

a_angle,z_angle,width[w_i][0][1],

distance,normalise("%s" %(z_angle)),

normalise("%s" %(a_angle)),

"b%s+%s" %(edges[0][0],edges[0][1])),1)

# remove from active nodes and into parent nodes

node_list.remove(i)

p_nodes.append(i)

else:

# otherwise loop over all edges

for eb,ec in enumerate(edges):

# add new node to list

node_list.append(ec[1])
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# retrieve other coordinate

coord2 = points[float(ec[1])][1:]

# calculate distances and angles

distance = dist(coord1, coord2)

z_angle = lr(coord1, coord2)

a_angle = udpitch(coord1, coord2)

w_i = np.where(widths[:,0]==node_list[-1])

# create and add formatable string

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace(

"b%s+%s" %(parent, i),

" [%s%s!(%s)F(%0.5f)%s%s %s]" %(

a_angle,z_angle,width[w_i][0][1],

distance, normalise("%s" %(z_angle)),

normalise("%s" %(a_angle)),

"b%s+%s" %(ec[0],ec[1])),1)

# remove from active nodes and into parent nodes

node_list.remove(i)

p_nodes.append(i)

else:

# otherwise the first node is a branching one

edges = nx.edges(g2,i)

# retrieve current node coordinate

coord1 = points[float(i)][1:]

# number of extra edges needed

extra = len(edges)-1

# add new branch ports

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace("b1",

("[1]" +

extra*"[1]"))

# first node is a branch so loop over rest

for puy in np.array(nx.edges(g2, i))[:,1]:

node_list.append(puy)
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# get second coordinate

coord2 = points[float(puy)][1:]

# work out angles

distance = dist(coord1, coord2)

z_angle = lr(coord1, coord2)

a_angle = udpitch(coord1, coord2)

w_i = np.where(widths[:,0]==node_list[-1])

lpy_string = (lpy_string*1).replace("[1]",

"[%s%s!(%s)F(%0.5f)%s%s %s]" %(

a_angle,z_angle,width[w_i][0][1],distance,

normalise("%s" %(z_angle)),

normalise("%s" %(a_angle)),

"b%s+%s" %(i,puy)),1 )

# remove from active nodes and into parent nodes

node_list.remove(i)

p_nodes.append(i)

return lpy_string

def light_trace(scene, shoot, light, boxsize, tree_str):

bigbox = pp.BoundingBox(scene)

# compute box locations that will be needed

# so from shoot location to light source location

x_range = bigbox.getXRange()

y_range = bigbox.getYRange()

z_range = bigbox.getZRange()

x_no = float(x_range)/float(boxsize)

y_no = float(y_range)/float(boxsize)

z_no = float(z_range)/float(boxsize)

# create limits

x_min = np.arange(bigbox.getXMin(), bigbox.getXMax(), x_no)

x_max = x_min+x_no

y_min = np.arange(bigbox.getYMin(), bigbox.getYMax(), y_no)

y_max = y_min+y_no

z_min = np.arange(bigbox.getZMin(), bigbox.getZMax(), z_no)
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z_max = z_min+z_no

x_input = np.column_stack((x_min,x_max))

y_input = np.column_stack((y_min,y_max))

z_input = np.column_stack((z_min,z_max))

# create list for translated boxes

boxes = []

# loop over all box dims

for x,xx in enumerate(x_min):

for y,yy in enumerate(y_min):

for z,zz in enumerate(z_min):

# add the boxes to the list

boxes.append( pp.BoundingBox((xx,yy,zz),

(x_max[x],

y_max[y],

z_max[z])) )

# get PAD per voxel

PAD,treevol = PAD1(tree_str, x_input, y_input, z_input)

gapno = 0

# loop over all light sources

for li in light:

# get direcion of light from shoot

light_dir = (li[0]-shoot[0],li[1]-shoot[1],li[2]-shoot[2])

# create ray

ray = pp.Ray(shoot, light_dir)

ext = 1

x,y,z=0,0,0

# loop over all boxes and test for intersection

for b in boxes:

# check if it intersects box

if ray.intersect(b):

# check if z plane and direction are parallel

# need to change to if x and y = 0!

if light_dir[0]!=0 and light_dir[1]!=0:
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# set up to generate path length

txmin = float(b.getXMin()-shoot[0])/float(

light_dir[0])

tymin = float(b.getYMin()-shoot[1])/float(

light_dir[1])

tzmin = float(b.getZMin()-shoot[2])/float(

light_dir[2])

txmax = float(b.getXMax()-shoot[0])/float(

light_dir[0])

tymax = float(b.getYMax()-shoot[1])/float(

light_dir[1])

tzmax = float(b.getZMax()-shoot[2])/float(

light_dir[2])

txnear=-np.inf

tynear=-np.inf

tznear=-np.inf

txfar=np.inf

tyfar=np.inf

tzfar=np.inf

# get x length

if txmin>txmax:

txmin2 = txmax

txmax2 = txmin

else:

txmin2 = txmin

txmax2 = txmax

if txmin2>txnear:

txnear = txmin2

else:

txnear = -np.inf

if txmax2<np.inf:

txfar = txmax2

else:

txfar = np.inf

# get y length

if tymin>tymax:

tymin2 = tymax

tymax2 = tymin

else:

tymin2 = tymin
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tymax2 = tymax

if tymin2>-np.inf:

tynear = tymin2

else:

tynear = -np.inf

if tymax2<np.inf:

tyfar = tymax2

else:

tyfar = np.inf

# get z length

if tzmin>tzmax:

tzmin2 = tzmax

tzmax2 = tzmin

else:

tzmin2 = tzmin

tzmax2 = tzmax

if tzmin2>-np.inf:

tznear = tzmin2

else:

tznear = -np.inf

if tzmax2<np.inf:

tzfar = tzmax2

else:

tzfar = np.inf

n_i = -np.inf

p_i = np.inf

# test for shoot in box

if txnear!=n_i and tynear!=n_i and tznear!=n_i:

# compute the path length between entry & exit

path_length = sd.euclidean(

np.array([txnear,tynear,tznear]),

np.array([txfar, tyfar, tzfar]) )

else:

# otherwise compute shoot to exit

path_length = sd.euclidean(

shoot,

np.array([txfar,tyfar,tzfar]) )

elif light_dir[0]==0 and light_dir[1]==0:
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# otherwise check if shoot originate in box

if b.getZMin()>shoot[2]:

# the path length through box is size of dim

path_length = boxsize

else:

path_length = b.getZMax()-shoot[2]

# same x coordintes - doesn’t cross x plane

elif light_dir[0]==0:

tymin = float(b.getYMin()-shoot[1])/float(

light_dir[1])

tzmin = float(b.getZMin()-shoot[2])/float(

light_dir[2])

tymax = float(b.getYMax()-shoot[1])/float(

light_dir[1])

tzmax = float(b.getZMax()-shoot[2])/float(

light_dir[2])

tynear=-np.inf

tznear=-np.inf

tyfar=np.inf

tzfar=np.inf

# get y length

if tymin>tymax:

tymin2 = tymax

tymax2 = tymin

else:

tymin2 = tymin

tymax2 = tymax

if tymin2>-np.inf:

tynear = tymin2

else:

tynear = -np.inf

if tymax2<inf:

tyfar = tymax2

else:

tyfar = np.inf
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# get z length

if tzmin>tzmax:

tzmin2 = tzmax

tzmax2 = tzmin

else:

tzmin2 = tzmin

tzmax2 = tzmax

if tzmin2>-np.inf:

tznear = tzmin2

else:

tznear = -np.inf

if tzmax2<np.inf:

tzfar = tzmax2

else:

tzfar = np.inf

# test for shoot in box

if tynear!=-np.inf and tznear!=-np.inf:

# compute the path length between entry & exit

path_length = sd.euclidean(

np.array([tynear,tznear]),

np.array([tyfar, tzfar]) )

else:

# otherwise compute shoot to exit

path_length = sd.euclidean(

shoot[1:],

np.array([tyar,tzfar]) )

else:

# same y coordinates - doesn’y cross y plane

txmin = float(b.getXMin()-shoot[0])/float(

light_dir[0])

tzmin = float(b.getZMin()-shoot[2])/float(

light_dir[2])

txmax = float(b.getXMax()-shoot[0])/float(

light_dir[0])

tzmax = float(b.getZMax()-shoot[2])/float(

light_dir[2])

txnear=-np.inf
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tznear=-np.inf

txfar=np.inf

tzfar=np.inf

# get x length

if txmin>txmax:

txmin2 = txmax

txmax2 = txmin

else:

txmin2 = txmin

txmax2 = txmax

if txmin2>-np.inf:

txnear = txmin2

else:

txnear = -np.inf

if txmax2<np.inf:

txfar = txmax2

else:

txfar = np.inf

# get z length

if tzmin>tzmax:

tzmin2 = tzmax

tzmax2 = tzmin

else:

tzmin2 = tzmin

tzmax2 = tzmax

if tzmin2>-np.inf:

tznear = tzmin2

else:

tznear = -np.inf

if tzmax2<np.inf:

tzfar = tzmax2

else:

tzfar = np.inf

# test for shoot in box

if txnear!=-np.inf and tznear!=-np.inf:

# compute the path length between entry & exit

path_length = sd.euclidean(

np.array([txnear,tznear]),

np.array([txfar, tzfar]) )
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else:

# otherwise compute shoot to exit

path_length = sd.euclidean(

shoot[::2],

np.array([txar,tzfar]) )

# compute for all voxels

ext*=np.exp(float(-path_length)*float(PAD[x,y,z])/2.)

else:

# doesn’t intersect bounding box

pass

z+=1

if z==len(z_min):

z=0

y+=1

else:

pass

if y==(len(y_min)):

y=0

x+=1

else:

pass

p0 = 1-ext

print ext

print p0

U = np.random.random()

print U

# is it a gap?

if p0<U:

# yes it is

gapno+=1

else:

# no it isn’t

gapno+=0

return gapno,treevol
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def PAD1(lpy_string, x_r, y_r, z_r):

# get all vector positions

vectors = re.findall(r"\?P\(Vector3\(.*?\)",lpy_string)

startend = []

positions = []

# get all distance values

distances = re.findall(r"F\(.*?\)",lpy_string)

# get all zenith angles

zeniths = re.findall(r"[+-]\(.*?\)",lpy_string)

# get azimuth angles

azimuths = re.findall(r"[\\/]\(.*?\)",lpy_string)

# get radius’

rads = re.findall(r"\!\(.*?\)",lpy_string)

# loop over each and add the odd ones to the beginning

# and even ones to the end

# along with length, width, azimuth angle and zenith angle

for j,i in enumerate(vectors):

# check if v1 and v2 are in the list

if len(startend)<2:

# if not add them

startend.append(i[11:-1].split(’,’))

else:

# if they are add the whole position

positions.append(

np.hstack((

np.hstack(startend).astype(float),

float(distances[int(j/2.)-1][2:-1]),

float(zeniths[int(j/2.)-1].replace("(",

"").replace(")","")),

float(azimuths[int(j/2.)-1].replace("\\(",

"").replace(")","").replace("/(","")),

float(rads[int(j/2.)-1].replace("!(",

"").replace(")","")) )) )

# start a new list for beginning and end

startend = []

# add the beginning
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startend.append(i[11:-1].split(’,’))

pos = np.array(positions)

if len(x_r)>1:

# get volume of a single box

bboxvol = (x_r[0,1]-x_r[0,0])**3

else:

bboxvol = (x_r[1]-x_r[0])**3

# set up LUT based on box number along each axis from 0,0,0

LUT = np.zeros((len(x_r),len(y_r),len(z_r)))

def sa_cyl(r,l):

# lateral surface area of a cylinder

return 2*np.pi*r*l

def sa_seg(r, h1, h2):

# lateral surface area of a cylindrical segment

return np.pi*r*(h1+h2)

def vol_cyl(r,l):

return (np.pi*r**2)*l

tree_vol = np.vectorize(vol_cyl)

def dot2(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2):

return x1*x2+y1*y2+z1*z2

# get total volume of tree /10 for m^3

totalvol = np.sum( tree_vol(pos[:,9].astype(float)/10.,

pos[:,6].astype(float)/10.) )

def l_in_box(start, end, b_x, b_y, b_z):

direct = end-start

i_sect = []

for pa, para in enumerate([b_x,b_y,b_z]):

if direct[pa] != 0:

# set up to generate path length

tmin = float(para[0]-start[pa])/float(direct[pa])
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tmax = float(para[1]-start[pa])/float(direct[pa])

tnear=-np.inf

tfar=np.inf

# get length

if tmin>tmax:

tmin2 = tmax

tmax2 = tmin

else:

tmin2 = tmin

tmax2 = tmax

if tmin2>tnear:

tnear = tmin2

else:

tnear = -np.inf

if tmax2<np.inf:

tfar = tmax2

else:

tfar = np.inf

i_sect.append(tfar)

else:

i_sect.append(start[pa])

path_length = ((start[0]-i_sect[0])**2 + \

(start[1]-i_sect[1])**2 + \

(start[2]-i_sect[2])**2)**0.5

return path_length

# get other cylinders that may be in the box

def l_of_maybes(start, end, b_x,b_y,b_z):

direct = end-start

i_sect = []

for pa, para in enumerate([b_x,b_y,b_z]):

if direct[pa]!=0:

# set up to generate path length

tmin = float(para[0]-start[pa])/float(direct[pa])

tmax = float(para[1]-start[pa])/float(direct[pa])

tnear=-np.inf

tfar=np.inf
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# get length

if tmin>tmax:

tmin2 = tmax

tmax2 = tmin

else:

tmin2 = tmin

tmax2 = tmax

if tmin2>tnear:

tnear = tmin2

else:

tnear = -np.inf

if tmax2<np.inf:

tfar = tmax2

else:

tfar = np.inf

if tnear>tfar:

tnear = nan

else:

pass

if tfar<0:

tfar = nan

else:

pass

i_sect.append((tnear,tfar))

else:

i_sect.append((start[pa],start[pa]))

i_se = np.array(i_sect)

if len(np.where(np.isnan(i_se))[0])>0:

return 0

else:

path_length = ((i_se[0,0]-i_se[0,1])**2 + \

(i_se[1,0]-i_se[1,1])**2 + \

(i_se[2,0]-i_se[2,1])**2)**0.5

return path_length

sa_c = np.vectorize(sa_cyl)

sa_s = np.vectorize(sa_seg)

dot3 = np.vectorize(dot2)

# only need to define three normals for all box faces
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normal_x = np.array([1,0,0])

normal_y = np.array([0,1,0])

normal_z = np.array([0,0,1])

count = 0

for xx,x in enumerate(x_r):

for yy,y in enumerate(y_r):

for zz,z in enumerate(z_r):

# find where branch is completely inside box

min_x = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,0]>x[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,0]<x[1])[0] )

max_x = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,3]>x[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,3]<x[1])[0] )

all_x = np.intersect1d( min_x,max_x )

min_y = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,1]>y[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,1]<y[1])[0] )

max_y = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,4]>y[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,4]<y[1])[0] )

all_y = np.intersect1d( min_y,max_y )

min_z = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,2]>z[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,2]<z[1])[0] )

max_z = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,5]>z[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,5]<z[1])[0] )

all_z = np.intersect1d( min_z,max_z )

all_xyz = np.intersect1d( np.intersect1d(all_x,

all_y),

all_z )

if len(all_xyz)>0:

# add this to LUT

LUT[xx,yy,zz]+=np.sum( sa_c( pos[all_xyz][:,9],

pos[all_xyz][:,6] ) )

else:

pass

# now deal with overlapping cases
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# 1) where start is in box

end_x = np.hstack(( np.where(pos[:,3]<x[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,3]>x[1])[0] ))

end_y = np.hstack(( np.where(pos[:,4]<y[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,4]>y[1])[0] ))

end_z = np.hstack(( np.where(pos[:,5]<z[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,5]>z[1])[0] ))

st_not_end_x = np.intersect1d(end_x,min_x)

st_not_end_y = np.intersect1d(end_y,min_y)

st_not_end_z = np.intersect1d(end_z,min_z)

st_not_end_all = np.intersect1d(

np.intersect1d(st_not_end_x,

st_not_end_y),

st_not_end_z )

l1 = []

for st_a in st_not_end_all:

# length in box is

l_in = l_in_box( pos[st_a][:3],

pos[st_a][3:6],

x, y, z )

l1.append(sa_c( pos[st_a][9],

l_in ) )

if len(l1)>0:

LUT[xx,yy,zz]+=np.sum(l1)

else:

pass

# 2) where end is in box

start_x = np.hstack(( np.where(pos[:,0]<x[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,0]>x[1])[0] ))

start_y = np.hstack(( np.where(pos[:,1]<y[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,1]>y[1])[0] ))

start_z = np.hstack(( np.where(pos[:,2]<z[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,2]>z[1])[0] ))

end_not_st_x = np.intersect1d(start_x,max_x)

end_not_st_y = np.intersect1d(start_y,max_y)

end_not_st_z = np.intersect1d(start_z,max_z)

end_not_st_all = np.intersect1d(

np.intersect1d(end_not_st_x,
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end_not_st_y),

end_not_st_z )

l2 = []

for en_d in end_not_st_all:

# length in box is

l_in = l_in_box( pos[en_d][:3],

pos[en_d][3:6],

x, y, z )

l2.append(sa_c( pos[en_d][9],

l_in ) )

if len(l2)>0:

LUT[xx,yy,zz]+=np.sum(l2)

else:

pass

# now test for branches that go through but don’t

# start or end inside it

n_x_min = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,0]<x[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,3]<x[0])[0] )

n_x_max = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,0]>x[1])[0],

np.where(pos[:,3]>x[1])[0] )

n_y_min = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,1]<y[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,4]<y[0])[0] )

n_y_max = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,1]>y[1])[0],

np.where(pos[:,4]>y[1])[0] )

n_z_min = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,2]<z[0])[0],

np.where(pos[:,5]<z[0])[0] )

n_z_max = np.intersect1d( np.where(pos[:,2]>z[1])[0],

np.where(pos[:,5]>z[1])[0] )

full = np.arange(len(pos))

excludes = np.hstack( (n_x_min,

n_x_max,

n_y_min,

n_y_max,

n_z_min,

n_z_max) )

inde = np.setxor1d(full,excludes)

l3 = []
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for i_n in inde:

# length in box is

l_in = l_of_maybes( pos[i_n][:3],

pos[i_n][3:6],

x, y, z )

l3.append(sa_c( pos[i_n][9],

l_in ) )

if len(l3)>0:

LUT[xx,yy,zz]+=np.sum(l3)

else:

pass

LUT[xx,yy,zz]/=float(bboxvol)

return LUT,totalvol

directory = ’/media/expansiondrive/Pointclouds/registered/resultsuse/’

print ’reading points...’

points = np.load(’%shigh_wood_inliers2_points_runions.npy’ \

%(directory)).astype(float)

print ’points loaded’

widths = np.load(directory+’high_wood_inliers2_skel_widths.npy’)

print ’reading graph...’

g2 = nx.read_graphml("%shigh_wood_inliers2_skel_graph.xml" \

%directory,node_type=int)

print ’graph loaded’

if g2.number_of_selfloops()>0:

g2.remove_edges_from(g2.selfloop_edges())

else:

pass

# state the source node
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node = np.min(np.array(g2.nodes()).astype(int))

# remember to change back

points[:,1:] = (points[:,1:].astype(float)*1)/100000.

lpy_string = gen_lstring(g2,points,node,widths)

print ’Lstring created’

# remove all shoot locations in new string

new_string = lpy_string.replace(’?P’,’’)

# get all the branch lengths

b_lengths = re.findall(r"F\(.*?\)", new_string)

# loop over these and replace with position comms at each end of branch

for bi,bo in enumerate(b_lengths):

# have to change to G in order not to clump all the ?P

new_string = (new_string*1).replace(

bo, "?P%s?P"%(

bo.replace(’F’,’G’,1)),1 )

# now change back to F

new_string = (new_string*1).replace(’G’,’F’)

# now create rest of L-py file contents

angle = "angle = 0 \n\n"

context = "context().turtle.setAngleIncrement(angle) \n\n"

module = "module ?P(x,y,z)\n\n"

axiom1 = "Axiom: X \n\n"

defi = "def EndEach(lstring):\n\n"

pri = " print lstring\n\n"

deriv = "derivation length: 10\n"

prod = "production:\n"

p_rule1 = "X --> %s\n" %(lpy_string)

p_rule111="X --> %s\n" %(new_string)

p_rule2 = "?P: produce f(0)"

homorp = "homomorphism:\n\n"

setwidth = "F --> SetWidth(0.2) F\n\n"

end = "endlsystem"

writelist = [angle, context, module, axiom1, defi, pri, deriv, prod,

p_rule1, p_rule2, homorp, setwidth, end]

writelist2 = [angle, context, module, axiom1, defi, pri, deriv, prod,
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p_rule111, p_rule2, homorp, setwidth, end]

# open writeable file

Lfile = open("testing.lpy", "w")

Lfile2 = open("getcylpos.lpy","w")

for o in writelist2:

Lfile2.writelines(o)

Lfile2.close()

print ’writing file’

# write to file

for p in writelist:

Lfile.write(p)

Lfile.close()

print ’first files written’

# get vectors by running lpy

l = lpy.Lsystem("getcylpos.lpy")

tree_x = l.iterate()

# run string conversion

l = lpy.Lsystem(’testing.lpy’)

tree = l.iterate()

scene = l.generateScene(tree)

#pp.Viewer.display(scene)

# get output string

l_str = tree.str_slice(0,999999999)

# find shoot positions

positions = re.findall(r"Vector3\(.*?\)", l_str)

pos = []

# extract as float

for i in positions:

pos.append(np.array(i[8:-1].split(’,’)).astype(float))

# numpy array of shoot positions

posi = np.array(pos)
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# create the scene

scene = l.generateScene(tree)

bounding = pp.BoundingBox(scene)

# get x and y ranges

x_ran = bounding.getXRange()

y_ran = bounding.getYRange()

# distribute light sources over plane above tree

xmin,xmax = bounding.getXMin(),bounding.getXMax()

ymin,ymax = bounding.getYMin(),bounding.getYMax()

xmid,ymid = np.mean([xmin,xmax]),np.mean([ymin,ymax])

x_r = [xmin,xmid,xmax]

y_r = [ymin,ymid,ymax]

# change these for different canopy densities

x_r = [xmin-(xmid-xmin)*1,

xmin-(xmid-xmin)*0.5, xmid,

xmax+(xmax-xmid)*0.5,

xmax+(xmax-xmid)*1]

y_r = [ymin-(ymid-ymin)*1,

ymin-(ymid-ymin)*0.5, ymid,

ymax+(ymax-ymid)*0.5,

ymax+(ymax-ymid)*1]

# state z point as just above tree height

z_p = bounding.getZMax()+1

light_sources = []

# get list of light source locations

for p in x_r:

for q in y_r:

light_sources.append([p,q,z_p])

# now get gap information

gapinfo = []

for k in posi:

# this results in the look-up table being created k many times

# could change to be more efficient

gapinfo.append(light_trace(scene,k,light_sources,3,str(tree_x)))

# last column is total volume of tree
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gapinfo = np.array(gapinfo*1)

combo = np.column_stack((posi,gapinfo))

for ab,b in enumerate(combo):

if b[3] >= 4:

l_str = (l_str*1).replace("?P(%s)"%(positions[ab]), "A",1)

else:

l_str = (l_str*1).replace("?P(%s)"%(positions[ab]), "",1)

p_rule3 = "X --> %s\n"%(l_str)

p_rule4 = "A --> +(120){.+F(0.2).+F(0.2).+F(0.2).+F(0.2).+F(0.2). \

+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2). \

+(10)F(0.2).+(5)F(0.2).+(70)F(0.2).+(5)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2). \

+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2).+(10)F(0.2). \

+F(0.2).+F(0.2).+F(0.2).+F(0.2).+F(0.2).}\n\n" # leaf model

writelist = [angle, context, axiom1, defi, pri, deriv, prod, p_rule3,

p_rule4, homorp, setwidth, end]

newlfile = open("testing2.lpy","w")

for i in writelist:

newlfile.write(i)

newlfile.close()

print ’second file written’

l = lpy.Lsystem(’testing2.lpy’)

tree2 = l.iterate()

scene2 = l.generateScene(tree2)

pp.Viewer.display(scene2)

# remember to divide by 10 again for metres!
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